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From the Director—
Antarctica and the public understanding
of science

T
he U.S. Antarctic Program (USAP) has launched an ambitious field season-120
projects and more than 600 investigators working at stations, remote camps, and

aboard USAP's two research ships. These projects span the spectrum of scientific disci-
plines and make use of advanced scientific methods and technology.

As USAP began its 38th season in August, the White House released Science in
the National Interest, the first formal Presidential science policy statement since
1979. In their report, the President and the Vice President challenge the U.S. science
communities—'to continue their vigorous exploration of the frontiers of scientific
knowledge and simultaneously to ensure that all Americans share their vision of the
excitement, the beauty, and the utility of science in achieving our national goals."
The challenge focuses on the need to improve the scientific and technical literacy of
our nation, to raise the level of understanding to twenty-first-century standards, and
to ensure our country's leadership role for the future.

As scientists, we welcome each new field season with anticipation, confident of
discovering new information about Antarctica, the global environment, and the Uni-
verse beyond. In part, it is this sense of discovery that the President and Vice Presi-
dent want us to convey to the public. How can we use our experience and enthusi-
asm to show nonscientists that science is a powerful analytical tool that unravels
mysteries of the natural world and to improve the ways we interact with our environ-
ment and relate to the technological products of human effort?

Antarctica captures the imagination because, to most people, it is as remote and
alien as a distant planet. To meet the President's and the Vice President's challenge,
we can take advantage of this fascination and use this majestic continent as a plat-
form from which to speak to young people and adults about science and scientific
investigation.
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Editor, Winifred Reuning

Antarctic Journal of the United States,
established in 1966, reports on U.S. activi-
ties in Antarctica, related activities else-
where, and trends in the U.S. Antarctic Pro-
gram. 'the Office of Polar Programs (Nation-
al Science Foundation, Room 755, 4201 Wil-
son Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22230;
telephone 703/306-1031) publishes the
journal five times a year (March, June, Sep-
tember, December, and an annual review
issue).

The Antarctic Journal is sold by the
copy or on subscription through the U.S.
Government Printing Office. Requests for
prices of individual issues and subscrip-
tions, address changes, and information
about subscription matters should be sent
to the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC 20402.

The National Science Foundation
(NSF) provides awards for research in the
sciences and engineering. The awardee is
wholly responsible for the conduct of such
research and preparation of results for pub-
lication. The Foundation, therefore, does
not assume responsibility for such findings
or their interpretation.

The Foundation welcomes proposals
on behalf of all qualified scientists and
engineers and strongly encourages women,
minorities, and persons with disabilities to
compete fully in any of the research and
research-related programs described in this
document. In accordance with Federal
statutes and regulations and NSF policies,
no person on grounds of race, color, age,
sex, national origin, or physical disability
shall he excluded from participation in,
denied the benefits of, or be subject to dis-
crimination under any program or activity
receiving financial assistance from the
Foundation.

The National Science Foundation has
TDD (Telephonic Device for the Deaf)
capability, which enables individuals with
hearing impairments to communicate with
the Foundation about NSF programs,
employment, or general information. This
number is (703)306-0090.

Facilitation Awards for Scientists and
Engineers With Disabilities (FASED) pro-
vide funding for special assistance or
equipment to enable persons with disabili-
ties (investigators and other staff, including
student research assistants) to work on NSF
projects. See the program announcement
(NSF 91-54), or contact the Facilitation
Awards Coordinator at the National Sci-
ence Foundation, 4201 Wilson Boulevard,
Arlington, Virginia (703)306-1636.

The Director of the National Science
Foundation has determined that the publi-
cation of this periodical is necessary in the
transaction of the public business required
by law of this agency.



Spring inaugurates new season of antarctic
research
W

th spring's arrival in Antarctica, a
ew research season is underway

for the U.S. Antarctic Program (USAP).
Major studies continue to explore the sta-
bility of Antarctica's ice sheet, the physical
and biological mysteries of the southern
oceans, and the South Pole's unmatched
potential for astronomy and astrophysics.
Research is launched out of three U.S. sta-
tions—McMurdo, Amundsen-Scott South
Pole, and Palmer—as well as aboard
research vessels Nathaniel B. Palmer and
Polar Duke.

Antarctica is also coming "live" to U.S.
classrooms this year, as a series of four
electronic field trips offers students the
chance to interact with scientists in Antarc-
tica via live video and with computers.

These paragraphs highlight USAP's
1994-1995 austral summer research and
education agenda for the frozen conti-
nent. In the pages that follow this article
are paragraphs describing all of the pro-
jects for USAP's 1994-1995 season.

"Live From Antarctica"

F
our live telecasts—including the first
ever from Amundsen-Scott South Pole

Station at the geographic South Pole—will
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be beamed to two interactive classrooms
and fed to PBS stations and schools via
satellite on 13 and 15 December and 10
and 19 January. Supported by NSF and the
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration and using a National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration satellite
(GOES-2) for the South Pole broadcast, the
program is a collaboration between Mary-
land Public Television and Geoff Haines-
Stiles Productions, in association with
WTTW/Chicago. For each of the four tele-
casts, up to three interactive classrooms
will be selected from schools in Maryland;
Honolulu, Hawaii; Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia; Chicago, Illinois; Weslaco, Texas;
and Barrow, Alaska. Students at these
selected sites will be able to discuss
Antarctica's geology, weather, biology,
and astronomy—as well as learn about
everyday life at a remote research sta-
tion—with antarctic scientists.

New telescope at South Pole

X
esearch team headed by astronomer
nthony Stark of the Smithsonian

Astrophysical Observatory will install the
newest telescope to capitalize on the
excellent astronomical viewing conditions

90E

offered by the South Pole: the 1.7-meter
antarctic submillimeter telescope and
remote observatory (ASTRO). Initially, the
instrument will be used to survey the
southern galactic plane, an undertaking
that will increase understanding of how
matter cycles among phases in the inter-
stellar medium. It will also be used to
observe nearby giant molecular clouds
and the Large Magellanic Cloud.

In early years, ASTRO will also scan
molecules—including ozone in the Earth's
stratosphere—collecting data 24 hours a
day from a range of altitudes simultane-
ously. These measurements will help
researchers track the evolution of the
annual ozone hole. The telescope will also
offer potential for a wide variety of mil-
limeter, submillimeter, and far-infrared
observations in space. For years to come,
the South Pole's exceptional atmospheric
transparency will make ASTRO the tele-
scope of choice for observations of
extended objects, such as star-forming
interstellar clouds.

On another project, scientist Nikolai
Makarov from Moscow's TYPHOON Insti-
tute will spend a year at the South Pole
using radar to measure atmospheric
waves at a high altitude above the Earth's
axis of rotation, in collaboration with Jef-
frey Forbes of the University of Colorado.
This will be the first time in more than a
decade that a Russian will conduct a year
of research at the Pole.

West Antarctica will be the site of two major
field camps—one in the center and one at Byrd
Surface Camp. The central West Antarctic
Camp at 82 0 21'S 118 0 7'W will support 42
investigators from six institutions. Their
research includes imaging Earth's crust to a
depth of 25 kilometers, determining the struc-
ture of the Byrd Basin, and recording
microearthquakes. At Byrd Surface Camp, 12
investigators from three institutions will focus
on imaging the surface and bed of the ice sheet
and measuring gravity and magnetic properties
of the lithosphere below the ice sheet. Other
projects working at remote sites include search-
ing for meteorites stranded on the ice-sheet
surface, studying paleomagnetism, tracing the
growth and decay of Antarctica's ice sheets,
and collecting ice core samples at Russia's
Vostok Station.

U.S. Antarctic Program, 1994 — 1995
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Robot to explore where ice meets sea

T
he dynamics of Antarctica's massive
ice sheets are an important piece of

the global-warming puzzle. Glaciologist
Ross Powell of Northern Illinois University
will send a submersible robotic vehicle
beneath the ice of the Ross Sea to explore
the grounding line of several glaciers
where they go afloat in the ocean. One
theory posits that if warming tempera-
tures force global sea level to rise, the glac-
iers might deposit enough material to off-
set the effect.

Newice core libraries

G
laciologists Paul Mayewski of the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire and

Charles Raymond of the University of
Washington will survey Siple Dome, a high
point on the west antarctic ice sheet, for
the best site to drill a deep ice core in the
future. Past snowfalls trapped atmospher-
ic constituents and were then compressed
into ice. This ancient ice holds informa-
tion about Earth's climate history. A deep,
finely detailed ice core from Antarctica
will complement the record furnished for
the Northern Hemisphere by ice cores
from Greenland. At Siple Dome this year,
drillers will extract a preliminary ice core
at least 200 meters long, spanning the past
2,000 years of climate history.

Fossils' climate clues

R
ocks and fossils left behind on the
Ross Sea shores are examined for

clues to ice-sheet history during the Ceno-
zoic, the most recent era of Earth history,
by geologist David Harwood from the Uni-
versity of Nebraska. As the ice moved far
inland, it scoured sharks' teeth, diatoms,
and other fossils from buried basins
beneath the ice and scattered them along
the shorelines. This season, researchers
will search for glacial erratics, rocks trans-
ported by ice and rich in terrestrial and
marine fossils.

The findings should shed light on the
debate over the stability of the east antarc-
tic ice sheet, especially whether marine
basins and open seaways lay in the area
now occupied by the ice.

What's under all that Ice?

L
ittle is known about the Earth's crust in
West Antarctica, which underlies the

world's only marine-based ice sheet, so-
called because it rests below sea level.
University of Wisconsin geophysicist

Charles Bentley co-leads a seismic study
of the ice sheet and the underlying rock
structure of the region, which is rifting
apart into separate crystal blocks. The
crust and upper mantle may well harbor
molten rock—a heat source with implica-
tions for ice-sheet stability.

University of Texas geophysicist Ian
Dalziel will lead a team probing the deep-
est part of the west antarctic rift—the Byrd
subglacial basin, a prominent ice-filled
low in the crust that links the depressions
of the Ross and Weddell Seas. Using
tracked vehicles and snowmobiles, the
team will conduct seismic and magnetic
traverses of the basin to determine its
structure. Such information should shed
light on what sets the fast ice-streams of
West Antarctica in motion.

Ross Sea cruise targets mysterious
polynya

T
he R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer will tra-
verse the sea ice to the Ross Sea in

November, where an intriguing polynya,
an anomalous area of open water sur-
rounded by ice, appears every year. Stud-
ies will target the short and intense spring
bloom of phytoplankton—the foundation
of the oceanic food chain in this, the most
productive of antarctic seas—with insights
for the southern oceans as a whole. Phyto-
plankton may grow most rapidly early in
the season, a little-studied period.
Research will also examine the biogeo-
chemical cycles in the Ross Sea, specifical-
ly the fate of carbon, nitrogen, sulfur,
manganese, and silicon. Carbon cycling is
one of the great puzzles of the Earth's bio-
geochemical budget, and the southern
oceans have great potential for sequester-
ing carbon dioxide. A team of researchers
from several institutions leads this inter-
disciplinary cruise.

Run silent, run deep
nother cruise of the R/V Nathaniel B.

almer in February 1995—this one a
joint U.S.-Australian investigation led by
Theodore Foster of the University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Cruz—will trace the forma-
tion of deep and bottom water along the
antarctic continental shelf off Wilkes
Land, the part of East Antarctica closest to
Australia. The southern oceans, a major
component in global climate, is a source
of cold deep water that circulates along
the bottom of the world oceans. The target
area of the cruise is somewhat similar to

the southern Weddell Sea where antarctic
deep water forms. The team will investi-
gate whether shelf waves and tides are the
principal mixer of water from the shelf
with offshore, intermediate-depth water.
The project will continue on another
cruise in February 1996 by the Australian
ship Aurora Australis.

Portrait of an oxygen -poor lake

I
n the McMurdo Dry Valleys across the
Ross Sea from McMurdo Station, ice-

covered Lake Vanda, with its stable, per-
manently stratified waters, offers a model
system for exploring the interplay between
chemical and microbial activity. Such
basins of oxygen-poor water were much
more extensive in past eras and left their
mark in the geologic record. Lake Vanda
offers a useful modern analogue. This sea-
son's study by William I. Green of Miami
University and colleagues will be the first
simultaneous look at the lake's chemistry
and the structure of its microbial commu-
nity. A particular focus will be the role that
manganese-reducing organisms play in
metal cycling in Vanda's waters.

Cysts, brine, ice, and climate

B
iologist Diane Stoecker of Horn Point
Environmental Laboratory will study

microalgae living in brine channels and
pockets that riddle the sea ice on the edge
of McMurdo Sound. Microbial communi-
ties in the sea affect the ice itself, the
waters beneath, and the sea bottom. Cysts
of the microalgae also provide clues to
past climate because their tiny fossils in
the geologic record can signal the exis-
tence of sea ice at the time the strata were
deposited. Stoecker will evaluate the
growth and life history of cyst-forming
brine microalgae, ultimately enhancing
their utility in climate studies.

Lynn Simarski, a public affairs specialist in
the National Science Foundation's Office of
Legislative and Public Affairs.
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Field research, 1994-1995
Biology and medicine

T
oimprove understanding of biological
phenomena and processes in the polar

regions, the U.S. Antarctic Program sup-
ports research that ranges from studies of
organisms at the molecular and cellular
levels to studies of communities, ecosys-
tems, and global processes. Understanding
how antarctic flora and fauna have adapt-
ed to the extremes of the polar environ-
ment and how species interact not only
helps scientists evaluate how life on the
continent and in the surrounding oceans
responds to environmental changes but
also helps them discern and predict how
human presence in Antarctica may affect
the continent's ecosystems. Studying how
antarctic organisms and ecosystems
respond to environmental change pro-
vides information that may help biologists
to understand how midlatitude organisms
and ecosystems, exposed to similar condi-
tions, may respond. For example, each
year antarctic terrestrial and marine
ecosystems are exposed to enhanced levels
of biologically harmful UV-B radiation
(solar ultraviolet radiation with wave-
lengths between 280 and 320 nanometers).
Although the full impact of long-term
exposure remains unknown, biologists
believe that this exposure alters primary
productivity and suspect that it is affecting
species composition within communities,
shifting and subsequently changing
ecosystem dynamics. To understand how
marine organisms respond to and protect
themselves and others working in Antarcti-
ca from increased exposure to ultraviolet
radiation, biologists collect samples of and
document changes to antarctic ecosystems
during the austral spring at the height of
ozone depletion. On land, the simplicity of
the continent's terrestrial ecosystems pro-
vides researchers with opportunities to
investigate and model the ecosystem
structure and inter- and intraspecies
dynamics. The complexity of terrestrial
ecosystems in the lower latitudes makes
similar studies difficult or impossible.

Biochemical, biophysical, and physi-
ological characterization of an ice-active
substance released by sea-ice diatoms.
James A. Raymond, University of South
Alabama. Recent research has shown that
diatoms from sea-ice platelets in McMurdo
Sound release a proteinaceous, ice-active

substance that, at natural concentrations,
causes dense pitting on the basal surfaces
of growing ice platelets. Until now,
researchers had observed only fish, insects,
and bacteria producing such ice-active
substances, making this discovery the first
known instance associated with algae. By
studying this newly discovered ability of
sea-ice algae, we hope to gain new insights
on how biomolecules interact with ice.
During the 1994-1995 austral summer, we
will characterize the biochemical, biophys-
ical, and physiological properties of this
ice-active substance. On a biochemical
and biophysical level, our objectives are to
purify the substance, determine its chemi-
cal composition and structure, and charac-
terize its effect on the growth of ice crys-
tals. On a physiological level, the objective
is to determine the relationship between
algal production of ice-active substance
and the environment. More specifically,
we are interested in determining the tem-
poral and spatial distribution of this sub-
stance in McMurdo Sound, the influence
that temperature and light have on its pro-
duction, and species and habitats where it
is commonly found. The long-term goal of
this project is to understand what role ice-
active substances play in the sea-ice algae
community. (S-001)

Photochemistry of antarctic waters in
response to changing ultraviolet radiation
fluxes. Kenneth Mopper, Washington State
University. Decreases in stratospheric
ozone over Antarctica result in an increase
in the ultraviolet radiation reaching the
upper layers of the ocean where organisms
dependent on light are found (the euphot-
ic zone). This increase may lead to cellular
damage in the organisms resulting in pho-
toinhibition and decreasing productivity.
Intercellular or cellular damage results
from bimolecular reactions with externally
generated, reactive transient compounds.
Extracellular damage will depend to a
large degree on the photochemistry of the
sea water surrounding the cell. Little is
known, however, about the photochem-
istry of the unique antarctic waters. The
objective of this project, integrating field
and laboratory work, is to obtain baseline
information in the euphotic zone regard-
ing marine photochemistry related to
changes in ultraviolet radiation levels. We
will measure in situ photochemical pro-

duction rates and steady-state concentra-
tions of a suite of reactive chemical com-
pounds, dissolved organic matter degrada-
tion products, and downwelling ultraviolet
radiation. Additionally, by using in situ
chemical actinometry, we will determine
the flux of action spectra for photochemi-
cal production of various reactive species
and for the products of dissolved organic
matter degradation and the properties of
fluorescence and absorbance in dissolved
organic matter. This information will serve
as a basis for understanding and predict-
ing the effects of ultraviolet, radiation-
induced, marine photochemical processes
on the productivity and ecology in the
euphotic zone. (S-002)

Ozone depletion, ultraviolet-B radia-
tion, and vascular plant performance in
Antarctica. Thomas Day and James B.
McGraw, West Virginia University. The
amount of potentially dangerous ultravio-
let (UV) radiation reaching Earth's surface
is enhanced by the austral spring deple-
tion of stratospheric ozone. Although
recent research has demonstrated that
increased exposure to solar UV-B radia-
tion (between 280 and 320 nanometers) is
responsible for significant reductions in
marine phytoplankton productivity, no
research has addressed how enhanced
exposure to UV-B affects antarctic vascu-
lar plants. In projects conducted in other
regions of the world, researchers have
found that increased UV-B levels can
adversely affect such plants as grasses and
forbs (leafy, herblike plants) and that
these plants do not have effective systems
for screening UV-B. Our objectives are to
determine if UV-B affects photosynthesis,
growth, and reproduction in the only two
native antarctic vascular plants-
Deschampsia antarctica (a grass) and
Colobanthus quitensis (a forb). By using
experimental field treatments to compare
UV-B to other potential limiting factors
(such as UV-A exposure, water stress, and
nutrient stress), we will assess how great a
limiting factor UV-B is. We will use selec-
tive filters to remove UV components from
sunlight over naturally growing plants,
while additional water or nutrients will be
supplied to other plants. To complement
our field experiments, we will conduct
more detailed studies using UV-treat-
ments at our laboratory in West Virginia.
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Recently developed techniques, such as
fiber-optic microprobes, will be used to
examine the UV/visible optical properties
of leaves and reproductive structures in D.
antarctica and C. quitensis and to assess
how these change in response to en-
hanced IJV-B exposure. We hope that this
approach will help to elucidate some of
the underlying mechanisms responsible
for antarctic plant responses to increasing
levels of UV-B exposure. (S-003)

Physiological development and sur-
vival of juvenile Weddell seals. Michael A.
Castellini, University of Alaska, Institute of
Marine Sciences. For Weddell seals, the
first year of life is critical. Although this
period is likely to affect significantly their
survival to adulthood and eventual repro-
ductive success, it is the least known
aspect of the life cycle of any mammal.
During this time, the seals experience a 6-
week period of maternal dependence,
develop swimming and diving abilities,
and disperse from natal colonies as shore-
fast ice turns to pack ice and open water.
Our objective is to elucidate some aspects

Biology & medicine

Geology & geophysics

Glaciology

Ocean studies

Climate studies

Astronomy
& astrophysics

Ozone depletion studies

of the physiology, behavior, and survival
of Weddell seals during their first year.
Using satellite telemetry, we will record
physical and physiological changes related
to the amount of maternal care and wean-
ing. We will also track the development of
diving behavior and dispersal of pups.
These data will be used to compare diving
and movements by 1- to 2-year-old juve-
niles. In a related project, we will examine
the maternal, physical, physiological, and
behavioral factors that affect the move-
ments of pups during their first year and
possibly condition them for survival. As
part of a long-term study of population
dynamics, we will continue to measure the
population size, survival rates, and pro-
ductivity of Weddell seals in McMurdo
Sound. These data provide a context for
interpreting yearly variations in the condi-
tion or behavior of juveniles. (S-004)

The role of antifreeze proteins in
freezing avoidance by antarctic fishes.
Arthur L. DeVries, University of Illinois.
Antarctic fish live in waters that are con-
stantly at the freezing point of body fluids.

These fish have adapted to the existing
cold environment by developing natural
"antifreezes." The evolutionary aspects of
these "antifreezes" are of considerable sci-
entific interest. During the 1994-1995 aus-
tral summer, we will examine the physio-
logical processes and mechanisms
involved in freezing tolerance to under-
stand more fully how these antifreezes
evolved. We will focus on the synthesis of
antifreezes and the factors that control
their synthesis, secretion, fluid and tissue
transport, and conservation. Besides giv-
ing scientists a better understanding of
how creatures adapt to extreme environ-
ments, this project will also provide data
that may have implications for human
pathologies, nucleation theory, and crys-
tallography. (S-005)

The biology of gelatinous zooplank-
ton: Investigations on the trophic rela-
tionships of Salpa thompsoni and Salpa
gerlachei in the southern oceans. G.
Richard Harbison, Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution. Two species of salps,
Salpa thorn psoni and S. gerlachei, occur in
southern ocean waters near the Antarctic
Peninsula. Both are known to form
immense blooms that almost entirely
dominate the biomass. A knowledge of the
biology of these species is essential to
understand the trophic relationships and
global processes that occur in this region.
To develop an energy budget, we will
investigate the feeding and defecation
rates, assimilation efficiency, growth,
reproduction, and metabolism of both
species. The behavior of salps will be stud-
ied in the field, the results of which will be
incorporated into laboratory experiments
and compared with measurements of
feeding rates, growth, reproduction, and
metabolism. Additionally, we will use a
combination of field and laboratory meth-
ods to examine the hyperiid amphipod
parasites of salps in order to determine
the potential effect of these parasites on
the growth and reproduction of saips. To
understand predation on salps and other
gelatinous zooplankton more fully, we will
observe in the laboratory several species
of antarctic fish from waters near Palmer
Station. These species are known to feed
heavily on salps. During these laboratory
studies, we will feed the fish known quan-
tities of gelatinous prey and determine
digestion rates to assess our ability to
identify and quantify the remains of
gelatinous organisms with gut-content

U.S. Antarctic Program, 1994-1995
Scientists and projects by discipline
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During the 1994-1995 austral summer season, approximately 640 researchers will conduct 120 pro-
jects at the three U.S. stations, remote sites, aboard the U.S. research ships Polar Duke and Nathaniel
B. Palmer, and at stations of countries supporting antarctic research. Slightly more than 50 percent of
this group either will work in the McMurdo Sound region (including the McMurdo Dry Valleys) or tran-
sit through McMurdo enroute to remote sites in West Antarctica, the Transantarctic Mountains, or
East Antarctica. Twenty-two percent of the group will work at Amundsen—Scott South Pole Station,
and the remaining 27 percent will be based at Palmer Station in the Antarctic Peninsula, conducting
research from one of USAP's research ships or at sites near the stations. Besides projects supported
at U.S. antarctic facilities, several projects will be supported jointly with other national programs.
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analyses. All of these studies will provide
important data on the trophic position of
salps in the southern oceans, both as con-
sumers of phytoplankton and as prey of
other organisms, and are an essential pre-
lude to further studies on recruitment and
population structure in southern ocean
plankton communities. In addition, our
research will provide basic information on
the ways in which oceanic zooplankton
cope with seasonally variable food
resources in antarctic waters. (S-U 11)

Long-term ecological research on the
antarctic marine ecosystem: An ice-domi-
nated environment. Robin Ross, Langdon
Quetin, Barbara Prézelin, and Raymond
Smith, University of California at Santa
Barbara; and William Frazer, Wayne Triv-
elpiece, and Eileen Hofmann, Old Domin-
ion University. The annual advance and
retreat of sea ice may be the major physical
determinant of spatial and temporal
changes in the structure and function of
antarctic marine communities. Interannu-
al cycles or trends in the annual extent of
the pack ice may also have significant
effects at all levels of the food web—from
total annual primary production to breed-
ing success among seabirds. Historical
records indicate a 6- to 8-year cycle in the
maximum extent of the pack ice during the
winter. This pattern is supported by obser-
vations made during the 1980s. Data gath-
ered during the last decade show that, fol-
lowing the same cycle, Adélie penguins
had a higher survival rate in winters with
heavy pack ice. During this long-term eco-
logical research (LTER) project, investiga-
tors from six universities will define eco-
logical processes linking the extent of
annual pack ice with biological dynamics
of different trophic levels within antarctic
marine communities. Generally, the focus
will be on yearly variations in representa-
tive populations from the marine food web
(that is, Adélie penguins, skuas, krill, and
antarctic silverfish) and on mechanistic
links controlling observed variations. With
these data, we will be able to develop
broader characterizations applicable to
other large marine environments. To
achieve this, we will use remote sensing,
annual monitoring, and a series of process-
oriented research cruises to collect data at
several spatial and temporal scales. Model-
ing will be used to link multiple spatial and
temporal scales between biological and
environmental components of the ecosys-
tem. (S-013, S-016, S-021, S-028, and S-032)

Limits of adaptation and microbial
extinction in the antarctic desert. E. Imre
Friedmann, Florida State University. Cryp-
toendolithic microorganisms, which colo-
nize the upper few millimeters of lime-
stone rocks in the ice-free regions of
Antarctica, live in an extreme environ-
ment near the absolute limit of their phys-
iological potential. Consequently, even
minor changes in the environment can
trigger community death. Although light
and meltwater from snow penetrate the
rocks, the extremely low ambient temper-
atures appear to limit growth in these
communities. Researchers have found
that a climatic gradient spans a range of
sites located in the McMurdo Dry Valleys
in southern Victoria Land. By using auto-
matic data loggers to monitor the micro-
scale climate inside the rocks, we will
quantify these environmental conditions.
Computer models based on these mea-
surements will help us to identify the exact
environmental threshold between life and
extinction for these organisms. To docu-
ment how dead microbial communities
degrade and form trace fossils, we will col-
lect living and fossilized communities,
using transmission electron microscopy to
analyze the samples. To estimate the pres-
ent trend of long-term climate change in
the area and to provide a better estimate
of total productivity of the cryptoendolith-
ic ecosystem, we will survey the extent and
frequency of dead and fossilized commu-
nities in the desert areas of the McMurdo
Dry Valleys. Because the cryptoendolithic
microbial ecosystem in the dry valleys is
thought to parallel the last stages of life on
early Mars, our investigation will help
other researchers to reconstruct the proc-
ess of extinction of life on Mars and may
suggest what form such traces of life might
take on present-day Mars. (S-015)

Social structure, agreement, and con-
flict in groups in extreme and isolated
environments. Jeffrey C. Johnson, East Car-
olina University. Our study focuses on how
an environmentally extreme and geo-
graphically isolated site affects the social
structure of groups as well as an individu-
al's understanding of that structure. Work-
ing at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Sta-
tion, we will study the incidence and man-
agement of conflict and the effect that
conflict has on the group structure. By col-
lecting qualitative and quantitative data
for three groups living and working at the
station, we will gain understanding of

group formation, status and role consen-
sus, perceived conflict, and morale. From
these data, we will develop quantitative
models of group-structure formation.
Greater understanding of the role of group
structure and cognition in the functioning
of groups in isolation will complement
work on health and adaptation in polar
environments. It will also enable us to
develop improved procedures for selecting
groups of people who will live in Antarctica
or other isolated environments. (S-018)

Antarctic dry valley lakes: Pathways
of organic-matter production and
decomposition. Brian L. Howes and Craig
D. Taylor, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. In temperate regions, seasonal
environmental changes and biogeochemi-
cal cycles influence ecosystems in fresh-
water lakes. The mixing and diluting of
lake water, however, can obscure the
importance of some biogeochemical
processes. The lakes of the McMurdo Dry
Valleys sharply contrast with temperate-
zone lakes but are uniquely suited for
studying the internal production and
degradation of organic material. They are
located in one of the Earth's most and and
barren environments that has only minor
amounts of inorganic matter, organic
material, and nutrients. Annually, glacial
meltwater forms these lakes. The seasonal
cycle is simple-6 months of light and 6
months of dark—with the permanent ice
cover stabilizing the environment. During
the austral summer, sufficient light pene-
trates the ice cover to support algal and
bacterial photosynthesis. This sustains a
microflora population similar to that in
temperate lakes that are without plant
nutrients but that have an abundance of
oxygen. Focusing on Lake Fryxell in the
McMurdo Dry Valleys, we will develop an
ecosystem-level understanding of the
rates and pathways of carbon, nitrogen,
sulfur, and water cycling. These data will
be used to produce a model of the lake's
carbon cycle for comparison to similar
ecosystems. Specifically, we will deter-
mine the relative importance of physical
vs. biological processes in controlling the
composition and distribution of bioactive
and nonbioactive gases in dry valley lakes.
We will also determine how important the
rate at which the water column is cycled
vs. the rate of algal-mat photosynthesis is
to the production of organic matter in the
system and what the contribution of these
processes is to the ecosystem's carbon
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cycle. The overall annual rate at which
organic matter decomposes in the lake
ecosystem will also be estimated. By
understanding the processes controlling
elemental cycling in this relatively simple
physical environment, we hope to
enhance our understanding not only of
antarctic lakes but also of other aquatic
systems, especially marine and estuarine
sediment systems and stratified water
columns. (S-020)

The ecology of nematodes in antarc-
tic dry valleys. Diana W. Freckman, Uni-
versity of California at Riverside. Nema-
todes are microscopic invertebrates found
in all ecosystems. They are particularly
abundant in soils, living in water films sur-
rounding soil particles. Like bacteria and
other decomposers, they play an impor-
tant role in nutrient cycling in soil food
webs by feeding on microscopic plants
and animals. This study continues our
earlier study, which was the first intensive
ecological investigation of nematodes in
the dry valley ecosystems in Antarctica.
During the 1990-1991 and 1991-1992 aus-
tral summers, we found nematodes over a
wide range of dry valley soil properties
(moisture, salinity, and nitrogen and car-
l)on content). This research will further
understanding of the abundance and
trophic role of nematodes by sampling
them in various habitats (soil properties
and microbial activity), soil formations,
elevations, and locales in the dry valleys
region of southern Victoria Land. In
response to harsh conditions, nematodes
can assume a cryptobiotic state in which
their metabolism becomes undetectable
and physiological and morphological
changes occur. Studies of cryptobiosis will
determine the potential duration of nema-
tode activity in this cold desert and will
complement research on nematode popu-
lation dynamics. We will also examine the
response of nematodes and total soil
microbial activity to levels of temperature,
moisture, and energy in the soil. To deter-
mine total soil response, we will measure
carbon-dioxide efflux and substrate-
induced respiration, which is related to
soil microbial biomass. The genetic diver-
sity of populations of the dominant nema-
tode in the dry valleys will be evaluated
using molecular biology techniques. We
believe that if nematodes are easily dis-
persed by wind, this diversity will be com-
parable over a wide area. (S-023)

From the Director
Continued fi-0 !H page 2

With this in mind, I would like to call to your attention some special activities
that the National Science Foundation (NSF) and USAP will support this austral sum-
mer. Each of these projects is directed to different segments of the U.S. population to
enable them to experience Antarctica. Through these special activities, we hope to
show how the U.S. antarctic program is making significant contributions to science.
They also provide us with an opportunity to respond to the President's challenge.

The most innovative of these projects is "Live from Antarctica"--an interactive
educational project that will take students from U.S. classrooms on electronic field
trips to Antarctica. Developed by Maryland Public Television and Geoff Haines-Stiles
Productions with support from NSF, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA), and others, the project is designed to enhance existing science, math,
and computer curricula for upper elementary, middle-school, and high-school stu-
dents. Four telecasts will allow students at interactive sites in Maryland, Hawaii, Vir-
ginia, Illinois, Texas, and Alaska to examine Antarctica's geology, weather, biology,
and animal life, to view ongoing research projects, and to talk directly with some of
the scientists who are conducting this research. To augment the television programs,
broadcast by public television, information about the antarctic environment, history,
and science will be distributed over the Internet through the Public Broadcasting Ser-
vice's ONLINE Learning Link, NASA's Spacelink, and NASA's K-12 Internet Project.

While "Live from Antarctica" endeavors to involve as many students as possible,
NSF's "Polar Research Experience" provides to selected outstanding high-school
seniors and science teachers one-on-one interaction with working scientists. Contin-
uing an earlier program, this project is a collaborative effort between NSF's Educa-
tion and Human Resources (EHR) directorate and the Office of Polar Programs. Earli -
er in 1994, five top-rated science students and five teachers were selected from par-
ticipants of EFIR's Young Scholars Program. One student and one teacher are paired
with a USAP principal investigator with whom they will go to Antarctica to work as
part of the project's research team. Through these projects, students can gain first-
hand experience in field research. The participating teachers will come away with
greater experience and renewed enthusiasm for the subjects they teach, an enthusi-
asm that they can convey to their students at schools around the United States.

These two projects focus on educating and informing young people about sci-
ence and Antarctica, but USAP also supports a small program that gives writers,
painters, photographers, historians, and others in the humanities the opportunity to
work in Antarctica. The program, which provides support in Antarctica but not mon -
etary support, uses the skills of select, talented individuals to increase public under-
standing and to document America's heritage resulting from U.S. activities in Antarc-
tica. These artists, like their scientist counterparts, are selected competitively and
must demonstrate to NSF that the results of their efforts will reach a significant audi-
ence. This austral summer a photographer and two writers will participate in USAP
under the auspices of the 'Antarctic Artists and Writers Program."

All of these projects need support from the science community to reach their
intended audiences and to provide an accurate picture of the U.S. program, NSF-
supported research, and science in general. In some cases, you may be asked to pro-
vide information or to allow an artist or writer to travel with your project. In other
cases, such as the "Polar Research Experience," you may be asked for a greater com-
mitment of time and resources.

These commitments, no matter how large or small, are essential not only for the
future of science in the United States but also the future leadership role of the United
States in global affairs. For the public, a better understanding of science and technol-
ogy are critical for comprehending and appreciating the complexities of modern
society. The projects that I have described demonstrate that the antarctic science
community does have an important role in the effort to improve public understand -
ing. Our goal should be to continue to refine our methods of communicating to the
public how science can and does contribute to improving the quality of life.

Cornelius Sullivan
Director, Office of Polar Programs
National Science Foundation
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Water-column transformations of
nitrogen in a perennially ice-covered
antarctic lake. John Priscu, Montana State
University. Lake Bonney, located in the
McMurdo Dry Valleys, is a permanently
ice-covered lake that is divided into two
distinct lobes by a narrow, shallow chan-
nel. This lake presents a special situation
in which turbulence and upper trophic
levels are virtually nonexistent. In this
ecosystem, microbially mediated process-
es dominate biogeochemical reactions.
Data on the nitrogen dynamics of the lake
show that phytoplankton are generally
nitrogen-deficient and that nitrous-oxide
concentration in the chernocline of the
east lobe is the highest recorded in nature.
Bulk denitrification does not exist in the
east lobe, and the natural abundance of
isotopic nitrogen ( 15N) in nitrate within
the west lobe is the highest ever measured
in an aquatic system. We believe that both
ammonium and oxidized nitrogen are sig-
nificant regenerated nutrients in the
upper trophogenic zone. We also maintain
that nitrous oxide is a product of nitrifica-
tion and that, in the west lobe, bulk deni-
trification acts as a sink for nitrous oxide
and regulates its accumulation. To
address these hypotheses, we will measure
microbial generation and use of ammoni-
um, nitrite, nitrate, and nitrous oxide and
determine the distribution of nitrifying
and denitrifying bacteria. This study is one
of the first to examine nitrogen dynamics
in a system lacking top-down regulation
and will provide important clues regard-
ing global microbial nitrous oxide produc-
tion and consumption. (S-025)

Physiology and energetics of king and
emperor penguins. Gerald L. Kooyman,
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Uni -
versity of California at San Diego. Our
investigation of emperor penguins has five
major areas of focus during the 1994-1995
field season—the physiology of diving; the
biological development of diving in chicks;
the development of methods to ascertain
foraging success; a population assessment
of a rediscovered emperor penguin colony
at Bartlett Inlet; and a chick census at the
major western Ross Sea emperor colonies.
We will study two areas within the broad
category of diving physiology: the manage-
ment of oxygen stores and the rate of con-
sumption of these stores. All of the data for
these studies will be obtained from volun-
tarily diving penguins in McMurdo Sound.
To gather these data, we will capture pen-

gums in McMurdo Sound and hold the
birds for an extended time at a sea-ice sta-
tion located nearby. We will hand-feed the
birds to tame them and then give them
free access to a dive hole cut in sea ice. The
birds' underwater behavior will be record-
ed from an observation chamber by
remote camera and with scuba. Various
physiological variables will be monitored
by attached microprocessors, interfaced
with appropriate transducers. This also
includes methods to be used to assess for-
aging success. We will employ similar
swimming procedures and hand-taming to
study the beginning and development of
diving in chicks, except the chicks will be
collected in other areas, not in McMurdo
Sound. Most likely they will be late-season,
abandoned chicks found at Cape Washing-
ton. Also, because of the lateness of the
season, we will move the study site from

the McMurdo Sound sea ice to a more
secure place at this point in our investiga-
tion. These studies will last throughout the
austral summer season at McMurdo Sta-
tion. Some of the colonies will be censused
in conjunction with sample collections
from chicks in their early growth phase,
but we plan to focus on censuses of Coul-
man Island and Bartlett Inlet rookeries to
determine the size of the emperor penguin
population in the Ross Sea. (S-026)

Ecology and physiology of sea-ice
brine microalgae. Diane K Stoecker, Cen-
ter for Estuarian Studies, University of
Maryland. Oceanographers believe that
the cysts of brine microalgae may be
important pale o environmental indicators
of past global climates. To improve scien-
tific understanding of how these microor-
ganisms respond physiologically to their
environment, we will investigate flagellat-

Science projects by site & discipline

Palmer Station and the Antarctic Peninsula region

1994-1995

QA

Palmer Station & vicinity 
I..

Shipboard research

Remote terrestrial sites I..

10	12

a91Biology	Marine & terrestrial	M Astronomy &	Ocean &
geology & geophysics	aeronomy	climate studies

Field teams for 20 projects will be based at Palmer Station, which begins its austral summer season
in late August. Of these, six will be supported by Polar Duke, and seven are monitoring projects,
which will be conducted throughout the year by an Antarctic Support Associates science technician.
A major focus will be collecting data for the fourth year of the Antarctic Peninsula Long-Term Ecolog-
ical Research project. Investigators will investigate phytoplankton production, bio-optical properties
of the southern oceans, and krill population and energetics. Other projects include determining the
extent of the ozone "hole," the amount of ozone present in the stratosphere above the Peninsula,
and the biological effects of increased exposure to damaging wavelengths of ultraviolet radiation.
USAP will also jointly support with the Argentine antarctic program geologists and paleontologists
investigating the geologic and paleontologic history of Seymour Island on the east coast of the
Peninsula. From August 1994 until June 1995, Polar Duke will support projects in biology, ocean sci-
ences, and marine geology in the Peninsula area, as well as transport personnel, supplies, and cargo
to and from Palmer Station. Although NSF's icebreaking research ship Nathaniel B. Palmer will work
mostly in the Ross Sea and near the Wilkes Coast, the ship will support projects in the Amundsen
and Bellingshausen Seas in the 1994 austral spring and again during the late 1995 austral summer.
The ship will also work in the Weddell Sea during the 1995 austral summer.
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ed microalgae living in brine pools that
form in the land-fast sea ice in McMurdo
Sound. Focusing on the growth and life
history of the dominant cyst-forming
brine microalgae, we plan both field and
laboratory experiments to evaluate the
physiological growth responses of these
microalgae and of cyst formation to
changes in temperature, salinity, inorgan-
ic nutrients, and irradiance. We will also
assess the presence of brine microalgal
cysts from sea ice in the water column and
sediments under annual sea ice. The data
from our project also will provide signifi-
cant biological information on the interac-
tion of brine microalgae in land-fast ice
and underlying marine sediments. (S-027)

Surface ultraviolet irradiance and
photosynthetically available radiation
variability over Antarctica. Catherine Gau-
tier, University of California at Santa Bar-
bara. Continuing ongoing mapping to
characterize the spatial variability of sur-
face irradiance over large geographic areas,
we will investigate the budget of antarctic
surface ultraviolet (UV) and photosyntheti-
cally active irradiance (PAR) over various
spatial and temporal scales. The largest
scale maps will cover the entire antarctic
coastline and the southern ocean region at
a 50-kilometer resolution. We will con-
struct higher spatial resolution maps for
areas where extensive biological research is
conducted and for areas where the dynam-
ics of the polar vortex suggest important
radiative phenomena. To augment and
refine satellite mapping, we will incorpo-
rate microwave satellite data to determine
the location of the ice edge and will use
Monte Carlo radiative transfer methods to
simulate a greater variety of clouds. As part
of our fieldwork, we will install a network
of newly developed sensors at Palmer Sta-
tion, Antarctica, during the 1994 austral
spring to augment the existing ultraviolet
monitoring network. Because this will be
the first time that researchers have studied
the albedo of antarctic peninsular snow,
sea ice, and ocean surfaces in the ultravio-
let, the results of our research will be
important for both physical and biological
scientists. (S-033)

Adaptations to counter diffusional
constraints in the muscle of chan-
nichthyid icefishes. Bruce D. Sidell, Uni-
versity of Maine. Antarctic fish species
have evolved over 40 million years at near-
ly constant body temperatures of about
0°C. Because of their exposure to chronic

cold, these species, as they evolved, devel-
oped adaptations to overcome thermal
sensitivities of cellular processes and to
retain physical characteristics that would
be lethal at warmer body temperatures.
Focusing on the icefish family, our
research will address these special adapta-
tions. Although biologists have established
that icefishes lack hemoglobin, they have
not resolved whether the intracellular res-
piratory pigment, myoglobin, is present as
a familial characteristic. Preliminary data
suggest that myoglobin is exhibited in one
tissue of a single icefish species. To vali-
date this conclusion, we will use immuno-
logical methods to establish definitively
whether myoglobin is present in oxidative
muscles of channichthyid species. We will
also determine whether mutations in the
protein-encoding sequence of the myoglo-
bin gene account for lack of the protein's
expression mRNA in tissues that do and do
not express myoglobin. We will examine
the structural characteristics of the protein
that enhances movement of metabolically
important fatty acids and aids in protect-
ing cells. We are particularly interested in
the protein's structural characteristics that
are necessary for the intracellular fatty-
acid-binding protein to function at cold
cell temperatures. Coordinated ultrastruc-
tural and biochemical measurements of
icefish glycolytic muscle will identify adap-
tations that have occurred in the tissues of
icefish. These experiments will test the
proposed paradigm that adaptations to
overcome diffusional limitations are fun-
damental to ensure life at cold cellular
temperatures. Our investigation will add
insight into adaptive responses of muscle
in higher vertebrates and increase under-
standing of the metabolism of antarctic
fishes, a group important to the trophic
structure of the southern oceans. (S-036)

Assembly and stability of micro-
tubules from antarctic fish at low temper-
atures. H. William Detrich, Northeastern
University. Macromolecular assemblies of
proteins perform many essential cellular
processes. Cytoplasmic microtubules are
tubelike, subcellular filaments composed
of the major protein subunit, tubulin, and
one or more microtubule-associated pro-
teins (MAPs). The ordered assembly,
maintenance, and disassembly of cyto-
plasmic microtubules play critical roles in
cell division, nerve growth and regenera-
tion, cell-shape determination, and cyto-
plasmic transport. At temperatures near

0°C, the cold-labile microtubules of warm-
blooded vertebrates break down rapidly
into their simpler subunits. In contrast,
the cold-stable microtubules of antarctic
fish must be assembled and maintained at
extremely low temperatures (approxi-
mately -2°C to +2 0C). Our long-range goals
are to determine, at the molecular level,
the structural adaptations that enable the
tubulins of antarctic fishes to polymerize
at low body temperatures and to examine
the dynamics of the fish microtubules.
Specifically, we will compare the assembly
energetics of brain tubulins from antarctic
and temperate nototheniid fishes, clone
and sequence cDNAs (DNA's complemen-
tary to messenger RNAs) that encode the
brain tubulins of antarctic and temperate
nototheniid fishes, determine the struc-
tures of tubulin genes from one antarctic
fish and possibly a temperate nototheniid,
determine the structural features respon-
sible for the functional differences
between brain and egg tubulins of an
antarctic fish, and characterize the
dynamic behaviors of antarctic fish micro-
tubules at low temperatures. We will per-
form molecular-biological experiments on
tubulin cDNAs and genes from the nucleic
acids of the antarctic cod, Notothenia con-
iceps neglecta, and of its temperate rela-
tive, the New Zealand black cod, N. angus-
tata. Additionally, we will use video-
enhanced light-microscopic methods to
examine the dynamics of antarctic fish
microtubules at low temperatures. By
comparing the primary sequences and
post-transitional modifications of tubulins
from antarctic fishes with those of tubulins
from related temperate fishes and warm-
blooded vertebrates, we should be able to
show the molecular interactions and
structural features necessary for micro-
tubule assembly at low temperatures.
Generally, our research will provide valu-
able information concerning the structure
of tubulin genes from an extreme antarctic
poikilotherm. (S-037)

Foraging ecology and reproductive
energetics of antarctic petrels. Wesley W.
Weathers, University of California at
Davis. Through various field and laborato-
ry techniques, we will address the feeding
ecology and energetics of the cape pigeon
and the snow petrel, two common sur-
face-nesting petrels that breed in the high
Antarctic. By observing adults and their
offspring from both groups of petrels over
three consecutive breeding seasons, we
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During the austral summer, the population of McMurdo Station, the logistics hub of the U.S. pro-
gram, is projected to reach a peak of more than 1,000 people. In late August during the winter-fly-in
nine flights by USAP's ski-equipped Hercules C-130s (LC-130s) will bring the first science field par-
ties and support personnel to the station. Although during the season many of the people who come
to McMurdo are destined for remote camps, South Pole Station, or other sites, science parties will
work near McMurdo Station, in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, at other nearby sites in Northern Victoria
Land, on sea ice in McMurdo Sound, and aboard Nathaniel B. Palmer. Highlights include the second
field season for the McMurdo Dry Valleys Long-Term Ecological Research project, launching of sev-
eral large high-altitude, helium balloons to collect data on gamma- and X-rays and solar physics,
continued ice-core drilling at Taylor (McMurdo) Dome, and studies in biology, ocean and climate sci-
ences, and geology and geophysics from aboard Nathaniel B. Palmer. Additionally, NSF will again
offer a special, 4-week graduate-level course, "Biological adaptations of antarctic marine organ-
isms," for 16 students from major international research institutions.

will be able to measure their diet and
energy requirements, quantify these, and
assess interannual variation in feeding
ecology and reproductive performance.
For adult petrels, we will use doubly
labeled water techniques to determine the
field metabolic rate during the incubation
and chick-rearing stages of the breeding
cycle. Basal metabolic rates of adults will
be determined from laboratory measure-
ments of oxygen consumption with their
reproductive effort expressed as the ratio
of field metabolic rate to basal metabo-
lism. The length of the foraging trip for
adults will be partitioned into time spent
resting on water and in flight; from these
data, we will estimate the cost of foraging
energy. For nestlings, we will assess
growth from measurements of body mass,
size, and composition as functions of age
and construct nestling energy budgets.
Diet of nestlings and their parents will be
determined from parental food deliveries
and stable isotope-analysis of prey and
feces. Using the diet information com-
bined with doubly labeled water measure-
ments, we will be able to calculate rates of
food consumption and determine the
trophic impact of these breeding fulma-
rine petrels on the surrounding marine
ecosystem. (S-038)

The influence of pack ice on the dis-
tribution and demography of pygoscelis
penguins. Wayne Z. Trivelpiece, Old
Dominion University. Penguins are major
predators of krill (Euphausia superba) and
an important component of the antarctic
marine food web. To understand thor-
oughly the structure and function of the
antarctic ecosystem, biologists must have
information on population dynamics, as
well as the factors that regulate the size of
penguin populations, especially the domi-
nant antarctic genus—Pygoscelis pen-
guins. The three pygoscelid penguins-
Adélie (P. adeliae), chinstrap (P. antarcti-
ca), and gentoo (P. papua)—nest sym-
patrically on King George Island, where we
have studied them for the last decade from
a National Science Foundation built field
camp on the western shore of Admiralty
Bay. Penguins have been banded at this
site, and their breeding ecology and popu-
lation biology have been studied. Results
of these studies indicate that each species
responds differently to winter conditions,
differs in annual survival levels, and has
different age and sex requirements for
maintaining population levels. Our prima-

ry objectives are to determine the age-spe-
cific demographic parameters for these
penguin populations and to compare
these parameters with Adélie populations
in different environments. (S-040)

Microbial and geochemical controls
on metal cycling in Lake Vanda. William
J. Green, Miami University. With its 69-
meter-deep water column, Lake Vanda, an
ice-covered, permanently stratified lake,
presents a wide range of geochemical and
microbiological environments. The lake's
1,200-year record of stratification and its
water-column stability make it a model
system for exploring the relationship
between chemical processes and micro-
bial diversity and activity. We are particu-
larly interested in the relationship
between successive reductive and oxida-
tive zones and the microbial and chemical
characteristics of those zones. For our
study, the first simultaneous investigation
of chemical and microbial community
structure, will use a combination of mea-
surements, including determinations of

microbial biomass and diversity as esti-
mated by microscopy and nucleic-acid
extraction and identification. Central to
this work is the role played by manganese-
reducing organisms in metal cycling in the
Vanda water column. To assess the capac-
ity for microbially mediated manganese
cycling, we will determine the abundance
of manganese reducers and the mecha-
nisms involved in manganese reduction.
In addition, we plan a detailed study of
metal-transport mechanisms along the
27-kilometer course of the Onyx River, the
lake's sole inflow, and will determine
metal loadings and residences times in the
lake. (S-041)

McMurdo Dry Valleys: A cold desert
ecosystem. Robert A. Wharton, Jr., Univer-
sity of Nevada, Desert Research Institute.
The McMurdo Dry Valleys are located on
the western coast of McMurdo Sound
(77 000'S 162 0 52'E) and form the largest
ice-free area (approximately 4,800 square
kilometers) on the antarctic continent.
This area was recently selected as a study
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site within the National Science Founda-
tion's Long-Term Ecological Research
(LTER) program. The dry valleys are
among the most extreme deserts in the
world; far colder and drier than any of the
other LTER sites. The perennially ice-cov-
ered lakes, ephemeral streams, and exten-
sive areas of exposed soil within the val-
leys are subject to low temperatures, limit-
ed precipitation, and salt accumulation.
The biological systems in the McMurdo
Dry Valleys are composed only of micro-
bial populations, microinverteb rates,
mosses, and lichens. Nonetheless, com-
plex trophic interactions and biogeo-
chemical nutrient cycles exist in the lakes,
streams, and soils. Solar energy produces
glacial meltwater in the austral summer,
and in turn, this meltwater exerts a prima-
ry influence on the soils, streams, and
lakes by replenishing water and nutrients
to these ecosystems. Although all ecosys-
tems are shaped to varying degrees by cli-
mate and material transport, but nowhere
is this more apparent than in the McMur-
do Dry Valleys. The overall objectives of
the McMurdo Dry Valleys LTER are to
understand the influence of physical and
biological constraints on the structure and
function of dry valley ecosystems and to
understand the modifying effects of mate-
rial-transport on these ecosystems. These
objectives will be accomplished through a
program of systematic environmental data
collection, long-term experiments, and
model development.

During the 1994-1995 field season,
the following studies will be conducted
within the McMurdo Dry Valleys as part of
the LTER project: glacier mass balance,
melt, and energy balance; chemistry of
streams, lakes, and glaciers; stream flow
and productivity; lake pelagic and benthic
productivity; soil productivity; ecological
diversity; and meteorological data collec-
tion. Efforts will focus on the integration
of the biological processes within and
material transport between the lakes,
streams, and terrestrial ecosystems in the
dry valley landscape. (S-042)

Test morphogenesis in giant antarc-
tic foraminifera. Samuel S. Bowser,
Wadsworth Center for Laboratories and
Research. Some types of foraminiferan
protozoa produce shells composed of
mineral grains tightly bound by a chemi-
cally resistant, biological cement. During
shell development these single-celled ani-
mals collect mineral grains from the sedi-

ment and secrete this cement in the prop-
er amount and location to sculpt architec-
turally elegant structures. The high abun-
dance of certain giant species near the
New Harbor field camp at Explorer's Cove
in southern Victoria Land makes the
foraminiferan community there uniquely
suited for studying specific aspects of their
shell construction and related questions
concerning their evolution. Focusing on a
giant one-celled species allows the study
of the secretion of cement in a cold-adapt-
ed marine organism without the compli-
cations of cell-to-cell and cell-to-tissue
interactions common to multicellular ani-
mals. Studies using time-lapse video-
microscopy, light- and electron-micro-
scopic cell chemistry, and gel elec-
trophoresis will provide information on
this kind of test construction at the cellu-
lar and biochemical levels of analysis.
Using materials testing combined with
structural modeling, we will characterize
the mechanical properties of the cement.
From a practical standpoint, this environ-
mentally safe cement binds immunoglob-
ulins and has useful material properties
that may have biotechnological or bio-
medical applications. Finally, molecular
genetic analyses of selected species will
provide a much-needed framework for
determining the evolution of this impor-
tant protozoan group. This interdiscipli-
nary project is made possible by new
advances in biotechnology and has both
basic and applied implications for a vari-
ety of fields such as medicine, molecular
pharmacology, protozoan development
and evolution, paleontology, engineering,
and marine products chemistry. (S-043)

Effects of ozone-related increased
ultraviolet-B, fluences on photosynthesis,
photoadaptation, and viability of phyto-
plankton in antarctic waters. Osmund
Holm-Hansen, Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, University of California at
San Diego. Decreased concentrations of
ozone in the stratosphere over Antarctica
have resulted in increased levels of ultravi-
olet (UV) radiation in the UV-B portion of
the spectrum (between 280 and 320
nanometers), incident at the Earth's sur-
face beneath the "ozone hole." There is
now worldwide concern that this
enhanced flux of UV radiation may cause
serious harm to the marine ecosystem in
the southern oceans. Our project, which
includes field and laboratory studies, will
help to determine the effects of enhanced

levels of UV-13 radiation on phytoplankton
and will relate such effects to overlying
ozone concentrations. UV levels deter-
mined from the National Science Founda-
tion UV spectroradiometer at Palmer Sta-
tion will be directly applicable to the inter-
pretation of observed biological effects.
We will give our primary attention to the
effects of UV-B radiation on photosynthet-
ic rates, damage to DNA with resulting
loss of cell viability, and the rates and
extent to which phytoplankton can mini-
mize cellular UV damage by producing
specialized protective pigments. Addition-
ally, we will determine the differential sen-
sitivity to UV-B of dominant phytoplank-
ton species or groups, because such differ-
ences might have important conse-
quences on the structure of the food web
in antarctic waters. Because the project's
activity will cover the period from Septem-
ber through December, the resulting data
set should encompass the period of maxi-
mal development of the ozone hole, as
well as the time of the summer solstice.
This project is important because it will
elaborate previous findings and address in
detail the extent and the nature of ultravi-
olet damage to phytoplankton, as well as
evaluate the kinds of defenses cells can
muster against it. (S-044)

Long-term ecological research on the
antarctic marine ecosystem: Microbiolo-
gy and carbon flux. David M. Karl, Uni-
versity, of Hawaii. Investigators from six
U.S. universities are conducting a compre-
hensive measurement program of ice-
dominated ecosystems in the Antarctic
Peninsula region near Palmer Station. This
long-term project focuses on primary pro-
duction, krill populations, and sea birds. It
also emphasizes the development of
ecosystem models that will provide a pre-
dictive capability for issues related to
global environmental change. Our project
focuses on the biogeochemical cycling of
carbon and associated biological ele-
ments. (S-046)

Investigation of the dynamics of the
Ross Sea phytoplankton bloom

T
he growing season for phytoplankton
in polar oceans is short but intense.

An increasing body of evidence suggests
that in many antarctic habitats, the most
active period may be early in the season, a
period that has not been emphasized in
previous investigations. This interdiscipli-
nary program focuses on the dynamics of
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the spring phytoplankton bloom in a high-
ly productive subsystem of the Antarctic—
the Ross Sea. The overall objective is to
test hypotheses related to the beginning of
the phytoplankton bloom (shortly after
the sea ice begins melting), the mecha-
nisms controlling phytoplankton growth
and productivity in spring, the implica-
tions and short-term fate of high produc-
tivity in spring, and the transition from
spring to midsummer conditions.

Phytoplankton growth, sulfur
cycling, primary productivity, new pro-
duction, and bacteria growth. G.R. DiTul-
ho, University of Tennessee; Hugh W.
Ducklow, Virginia Institute of Marine Sci-
ences; and Walker 0. Smith, University of
Tennessee. Sulfur cycling: Our component
of the project focuses on the initiation of
the phytoplankton spring bloom with spe-
cial attention to the factors that may be
important in triggering and terminating
the Phaeocystis pouchetii bloom. Specifi-
cally, we will study sulfur- and man-
ganese-cycling processes, especially as
these relate to possible global climate-
change processes. Correlations of particu-
late and dissolved dimethyl sulfide con-
centrations will be estimated with respect
to phytoplankton pigment concentrations.
Using pigment labeling techniques, we
will assess phytoplankton growth rates.
The fate of the dimethyl sulfide produced
will be determined. We will take measure-
ments to determine the relative impor-
tance of bacterial uptake, fluxes out of the
photic zone using sediment-trap samples,
and atmospheric emissions. Additionally,
we will investigate how the acrylic-acid
production affects various components of
the food web, such as its bactericidal
properties. Our goal is to understand the
dynamics of the oceanic sulfur cycle dur-
ing the spring bloom. Phytoplankton pro-
ductivity, growth, and accumulation: We
will conduct process-oriented experi-
ments designed to elucidate what factors
control phytoplankton productivity,
growth, and accumulation, as well as the
mechanisms controlling bacterial produc-
tivity and abundance in antarctic waters.
To test if Phaeocystis simply grows faster
under spring conditions in the Ross Sea,
we will examine the relative photosynthet-
ic and nutrient (nitrate and ammonium)
characteristics of diatom-vs.-Phaeocys-
tis-dominated assemblages. Phytoplank-
ton and bacterial biomass, productivity,
and their interactions will be measured to

elucidate the complex physical-chemical-
biological interactions that occur. The
data from our investigations will improve
understanding of the mechanisms con-
trolling phytoplankton growth and pro-
ductivity in spring, the implications and
short-term fate of high productivity in
spring, and the transition from spring to
midsummer conditions. Finally, the
Antarctic is the ocean's largest high-nutri-
ent, low-biomass system and has the
greatest potential for sequestering carbon
dioxide. By gaining a better understanding
of the dynamics of the Ross Sea phyto-
plankton community, we will also increase
our understanding of the southern ocean
carbon cycle. (S-047)

The irradiance/ mixing regime and
diatom growth during the austral spring.
David M. Nelson, Oregon State University.
We will test three closely related hypothe-
ses: phytoplankton growth is controlled
primarily by the relationship between
solar irradiance and mixed-layer depth
throughout the spring; in response to the
more favorable irradiance/mixing rela-
tionships, diatom growth rates are much
higher in spring than at any other time of
year; and diatom blooms persist in sum-
mer because these microorganisms are
able to outcompete other groups under
the light-limited conditions that develop
in turbid, high-biomass waters. We will
obtain the first reliable estimates of the
Sverdrup "critical depth" in the Antarctic
to define the changing relationship
between the critical depth and the mixed-
layer depth in spring and will estimate
diatom growth rates and the gross and net
production attributable to diatoms
throughout the spring. The results will
provide information critical to an under-
standing of phytoplankton bloom dynam-
ics in the Ross Sea. (S-267)

Vertical flux of carbon and nitrogen.
Vernon L. Asper, University of Southern
Mississippi. Our research will focus on col-
lecting vertical flux samples that we will
analyze for carbon, nitrogen, and total
mass flux and will provide to the other
participants in this study for their specific
analyses. We will make profiles of the
abundance of large aggregates in the
water column by using a noncontact pho-
tographic method. These data will be used
to complement other particle determina-
tions, to investigate the role of these
aggregates in particle flux, and to deter-
mine the mechanisms of particle export as

a function of season and phytoplankton
species. The results of our study will pro-
vide a better understanding of the bloom
processes and will contribute significantly
to the database on aggregates and export
mechanisms in this environment. (S-269)

Dynamics of dissolved organic car-
bon. Dennis A. Hansell, Bermuda Biological
Station for Research. Our component of the
project is designed to determine the
importance and role of dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) as an intermediate in the
southern ocean carbon cycle. Scientists
estimate that almost 1,000 gigatons of
reduced carbon reside in this pool globally
and that this pool has a turnover time of
6,000 years. The average net oceanic car-
bon dioxide uptake of 2.1 gigatons is only a
fraction of a percent of the DOC pool.
Although perturbing the DOC production
or sink terms could impact the balance
between oceanic and atmospheric carbon,
the dynamics of this large pool remain an
enigma, particularly in high-latitude envi-
ronments where concentrations of DOG
can be very high. Our objectives are to
determine the concentrations of both the
total and biologically labile pools of dis-
solved organic carbon in the coastal
polynya of the Ross Sea during Phaeocystis-
and diatom-dominated spring blooms; to
measure the rates of mineralization and
production of DOG during these blooms in
the surface mixed layer; and to infer the
export of DOG from the surface waters via
deep mixing. The results of our investiga-
tion will improve understanding of DOG
cycling in the southern oceans. (S-271)

Role of microzooplankton in control-
ling production, transforming carbon,
and transporting carbon to depth in
Phaecystis vs. diatom blooms. Marcia M.
Go wing and Evelyn J. Lessard, University of
California at Santa Cruz, and David L.
Garrison, University of Washington. Our
effort will focus on the role of microzoo-
plankton in controlling the production
and fate of carbon during the two types of
blooms. Our objectives are to determine
biomass, abundance, size, and selected
species composition of primary produc-
ers; to define similar features of nano- and
microplanktonic heterotrophic assem-
blages; to measure total community graz-
ing on heterotrophic bacteria and phyto-
plankton; to examine which grazers are
the major herbivores and bacterivores;
and to measure the contribution of micro-
zooplankton and mesozooplankton eges-
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LC-130 airplanes make it possible for scientists supported by USAP to work at many remote inland
sites or at the geographic South Pole. Of the 29 projects that USAP will support at the geographic
South Pole this austral summer, 22 of these are astronomical or astrophysical projects, an indication
of the growing recognition for the site's unique advantages for many astronomical and astrophysical
observations. During the 1994-1995 austral summer, another part of the Center for Astrophysical
Research in Antarctica (CARA)—the Antarctic Submillimeter Telescope/Remote Observatory
(ASTRO)—will be installed and begin year-round operations, and a new solar observatory near the
station will begin operating. ASTRO joins other projects already in operation, including the antarctic
muon and neutrino detector array (AMANDA), the cosmic background radiation anisotropy (COBRA)
experiment, and the South Pole infrared explorer (SPIREX) telescope. Research at Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station is not limited to these projects, however. This austral summer, scientists will con-
duct glaciological investigations, seismic studies, and atmospheric physics experiments. Monitoring
of climate dynamics, atmospheric gases, and fluctuations in ultraviolet radiation will continue.

ta, the sinking of algal cells and colonies, Marine and terrestrial geology and
and the sinking of protozoan assemblages
associated with detritus to the total car-
bon flux from the euphotic zone to a
depth of about 250 meters. We will collect
water samples for abundance and bio-
mass determinations and examine these
samples with epifluorescence microscopy.
To measure grazing rates, we will use the
dilution grazing technique and the dual-
isotope, radiolabeling single-cell method
and will determine carbon fluxes on sink-
ing material collected with particle inter-
ceptor traps at the base of the euphotic
zone and two deeper depths by using
microscope analysis. An understanding of
these processes and other fundamental
processes studied by collaborating investi-
gators will contribute to the understand-
ing of the role of the southern oceans in
present, past, and predicted future
sequestration of carbon, as well as the
global cycling of other elements. (S-325)

geophysics

S
urveying, mapping, and describing
most of the geologic features in Antarc-

tica has enabled geologists during the last
30 years to understand the geology and
geophysics of the region, as well as to
address questions that have such broad
applications as deciphering the history of
the continents and evolution of Earth's
tectonic plates. Now that most reconnais-
sance work has been completed, geolo-
gists and geophysicists are focusing on the
role of the south polar region in global
geodynamics, the evolutionary history of
endemic marine and terrestrial biota, the
geology and geophysics of the ocean floor,
and Antarctica's role in the evolution of
ocean circulation. Special considerations
include investigating the tectonic relation-
ship between West Antarctica and other
areas of the world to learn more about
Gondwanaland before it broke up, prob-

ing past environments through fossil data,
and studying meteorites that have been
uniquely concentrated on the surface of
the antarctic ice sheet. On the one hand,
the complex structure of the sea floor pre-
sents fundamental problems in geology
and geophysics, but on the other, its sedi-
ments record in detail changes in the
antarctic ice sheets, helping geologists to
understand the continent's glacial history
and the changes caused by the break-up
of Gondwanaland. New technology and
the application of techniques not used
before in Antarctica are also enabling
geologists and geophysicists to "see"
beneath the continent's massive ice sheets
to the lithosphere and relate these data to
fundamental geologic processes that con-
trol and direct the ice sheets.

Aerial photography of the Convoy
Range, geodetic surveys in the Ross Island
area, and South Pole winter program
(satellite surveying and seismology). Jerry
L. Mullins and Tony K Meunier, U.S. Geo-
logical Survey. Accurate maps of Antarctica
are essential for research and support of
operational and logistical activities. They
also provide a cartographic base for sup-
port of future antarctic scientific investiga-
tions and data collection. The U.S. Geolog-
ical Survey (USGS) maps large portions of
the continent to support the U.S. program
in Antarctica. Before publishing these
maps, the Survey establishes geodetic con-
trol for topographic and satellite image-
mapping at scales of 1:10,000 to 1:250,000.
During the 1994-1995 season, USGS per-
sonnel will conduct geodetic surveys,
operate global positioning system (GPS)
stations at various sites in the Ross Island
area, and obtain aerial photographs in the
Convoy Range area. The photos will be
used along with the existing USGS geodetic
mapping control network to complete the
series of 1:50,000-scale topographic maps
of the McMurdo Dry Valleys. One USGS
person is scheduled to continue to operate
the South Pole seismometers (as part of
the Worldwide Standardized Seismology
Network) and the ultra-long-period seis-
mic equipment. Also at South Pole Station,
survey personnel will operate the GPS
satellite continuous-tracking station. This
station, in addition to supporting local U.S.
Antarctic Program survey projects, has
become a part of the worldwide network of
continuously operating GPS stations pro-
viding data to the international geodetic
community. (S-052)
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Antarctic search for meteorites.
William Cassidy, University of Pittsburgh,
and Ralph Harvey, University of Tennessee.
Meteorites are useful for investigating
possible changes through time in the
meteoroid flux at the Earth, measuring the
cosmic-ray flux in past eras, identifying
events in which asteroid parent-bodies
were disrupted, defining the abundances
and characteristics of pre-solar-system
organic molecules, and studying the origin
and compositions of asteroids. During the
last 2 decades, field teams from the United
States and Japan, joined more recently by
a consortium of European countries, have
collected approximately 16,000 meteorite
fragments that represent between 2,000
and 5,000 distinct falls on the ice sheet.
The antarctic collection, now comparable
in size to the total number of meteorites
collected from all sites in the rest of the
world, includes many meteorites of previ-
ously unknown types and varieties. One
goal is to continue to bring these frag-
ments to facilities in the United States
where they can be analyzed, cataloged,
and made available to interested
researchers. We expect that many more
specimens, including new lunar samples
and others of possible Martian origin, will
be provided. A second goal has been to
understand how meteorite concentrations
are related to ice-sheet dynamics. During
the field season, team members will con-
tinue to study meteorite stranding sur-
faces to collect information on the rela-
tionship between exposed ice and mete-
orite concentrations. (S-058)

High-resolution biostratigraphic
analysis of molluscan fauna across the
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary on Sey-
mour Island. William Zinsmeister, Purdue
University. Seymour Island near the west
coast of the Antarctic Peninsula contains
rich, well-preserved faunal and floral
assemblages in a thick stratigraphic sec-
tion that encompasses the Cretaceous-
Tertiary boundary, a time of well-docu-
mented extinction in other parts of the
world. Our research focuses on molluscan
fossils, which are found on the island and
cross the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary.
Previous work has yielded a rich mollus-
can fauna; additional work is needed to
understand and correlate the biostratigra-
phy and sedimentology immediately
above and below the Cretaceous-Tertiary
transition. We will attempt to recover fos-
sils and examine the sedimentology on a

centimeter-sampling scale from 5 meters
below to 5 meters above the boundary.
These fossils, along with sedimentologic
analysis of the measured section, will
enable us to determine the continuity of
the boundary section and to attempt high-
resolution analysis of the molluscan fau-
nal changes. The data from our study will
improve understanding of molluscan
changes at the Cretaceous-Tertiary transi-
tion in high southern latitudes and the
relation of these changes to Cretaceous-
Tertiary extinction elsewhere. (S-061)

Establishment of Gondwanaland
early Paleozoic reference poles and tests
for terrane motion. Anne M. Grunow,
Ohio State University. By studying the
paleomagnetism of lower Paleozoic rocks
in the central Transantarctic Mountains,
we hope to obtain data on paleomagnetic
poles during Cambrian and Ordovician-
Silurian (540 to 410 million years ago) to
establish an early Paleozoic apparent
polar wander path (APWP) for East
Antarctica. Once we have established this
APWP, we will use these data to constrain
the position of East Antarctica in Gond-
wanaland and test the possibility of a loop
in the existing APWP for Gondwanaland;
to provide a baseline for testing the possi-
ble existence in the Transantarctic Moun-
tains of an overthrust block of rock from
their point of origin along a fault line
(allochthonous terranes); to evaluate the
possibility of movement between different
parts of East Antarctica; and to test tecton-
ic models of the amalgamation and frag-
mentation of Gondwanaland. (S-062)

Refraction/wide-angle reflection
investigation, seismic traverse, and mag-
netotelluric investigation of the Byrd sub-
glacial basin: Field tests. Charles R. Bent-
ley, University of Wisconsin; Ian W.
Dalziel, University of Texas at Austin; and
Philip E. Wannamaker, University of Utah.
This multi-institute project includes
researchers from four organizations who
will conduct various investigations in West
Antarctica. The project has four primary
objectives: to investigate part of the Byrd
subglacial basin, to test techniques that
could be used during a long traverse, to
determine the viability of the magnetotel-
luric method on a thick (electrically resis-
tive) ice sheet, and to evaluate the relative
merits of refraction-with-wide-reflection
vs. reflection-with- narrow- refraction seis -
mic studies to image the lithosphere. The
geophysical techniques that we will use

are capable of imaging the ice sheet, the
continental lithosphere, and the upper
mantle, as well as determining physical
properties of parts of the lithosphere and
mantle. The results of investigations, con-
ducted over the last 30 years, of the out-
crop geology in West Antarctica and the
Transantarctic Mountains have recently
lead geologists and geophysicists to sug-
gest that the crust in these regions is made
up of many different lithospheric blocks.
Only seismic reflection can image the
crust in detail, and only refraction can
determine physical properties of the layers
and blocks defined by the reflection work.
The magnetotelluric work is scientifically
risky because it may not yield useful infor-
mation when used over the electrically
resistive ice sheet, but if this portion of the
investigation is successful, the magne-
totelluric study has the potential to image
molten rock in the crust and upper man-
tle. In a continental rift region such as
West Antarctica, the presence of molten
rock in the lithosphere is likely and, if doc-
umented, has important ramifications to
ice-sheet dynamics. We anticipate that the
results of this collaborative investigation
will provide constraints to models cover-
ing a range of crustal processes from ice-
sheet dynamics to the tectonic and kine-
matic characteristics of lithospheric thin-
ning and rifting. (S-066, S-067, and S-068)

Triassic paleosols, paleoclimate, and
vegetation of Antarctica. Gregory J. Retal-
lack, University of Oregon. Southern Victo-
ria Land and the Shacldeton Glacier area
of the Transantarctic Mountains are
known to represent a continental interior
environment that was in a near-polar
position during the Triassic. This region
was hospitable enough to support
broadleaf forests populated with large
amphibians and reptiles, but details of
these ancient environments that would
help differentiate between, for example,
woodland and shrubland remain obscure.
Our objective is to collect and study Trias-
sic soils (paleosols) from this region of the
Transantarctic Mountains to extract infor-
mation about climatic conditions and veg-
etation existing at that time. Because
detailed studies of Quaternary paleosols in
many parts of the world have proved use-
ful to understanding paleo environments,
we believe that extending these types of
studies to the Triassic is feasible at this
time. Additionally, comparing Triassic
paleosols from Antarctica to Quaternary
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and recent soils from temperate regions
will improve our understanding of climat-
ic conditions and ecological systems and
will provide important information for
global climate circulation models. (S-069)

Dry valleys seismograph project. John
S. Derr, Albuquerque Seismological Labora-
tory. Although Antarctica has few seismo-
graphs and even fewer earthquakes, it is
still very important for studying seismic
events in the rest of the world because
locating earthquakes, determining magni-
tudes, and studying the Earth's deep struc-
ture require data from all azimuths. To
meet these objectives, broadband digital
instrumentation is presently being
installed in seismically quiet locations
around the world, including the South Pole
and the dry valleys. The dry valley site near
Lake Vanda was chosen, in cooperation
with New Zealand, to replace the noisier
Scott Base Worldwide Standard system
installed 3 decades ago. Three-component
broadband and short-period vertical
instruments are placed in shallow bore-
holes, and data are telemetered via a relay
on Mount Newall to Scott Base, where
processed data are recorded. The short
range objectives are to deliver useful data
to Scott Base year-round and to telemeter
data in near real-time to the Global Data
Center in Albuquerque. We hope to pro-
vide data for a wide range of seismological
research as long as it is useful. (S-078)

Mount Erebus Volcano Observatory.
Philip R. Kyle, New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology. Mount Erebus,
the most active volcano in Antarctica, has
been in a continuous eruptive state
throughout the 20th century. The volcano
is unique because it contains a persistent,
convecting lava lake composed of highly
alkalic anorthoclase phonolite magma.
During the time that the volcano has been
observed, eruptive activity from the lava
lake and adjacent vents has consisted of
minor strombolian eruptions that occa-
sionally eject volcanic bombs.to heights
exceeding 500 meters. Recent work has
also shown that Mount Erebus is an
important source of aerosols in the antarc-
tic atmosphere and most likely contributes
significant quantities of chlorine, fluorine,
and other trace components to the snow
falling on the east antarctic ice sheet.
These data have important consequences
for chemists who are trying to decipher
paleoenvironments from snow and ice-
core analyses. Our objective is to establish

the Mount Erebus Volcano Observatory at
McMurdo Station. The observations from
this site will expand scientific understand-
ing of the degassing behavior of an "open
vent" volcano. Measurements of sulfur
dioxide taken at Mount Erebus between
1983 and 1991 are among the most exten-
sive and detailed made at any volcano over
along period. (S-081)

Geologic record of late Wisconsinan-
Holocene ice sheet advance and retreat
from the Ross Sea. John B. Anderson, Rice
University. Marine geological and geo-
physical studies of the Ross and Weddell
Seas continental shelves provide evidence
that the ice sheet grounded near the shelf
edge in these areas during the late Wis-
consin and that the retreat of the ice sheet
to its present position was rapid and prob-
ably episodic. Our project will establish
the most recent (late Wisconsin-
Holocene) history of ice-sheet advance
and retreat in the Ross Sea. The objectives
include reconstructing the late Wisconsin
paleodrainage regime, including ice-
stream divides; reconstructing former
grounding-zone positions; determining
limits of the timing of ice-sheet retreat
from the shelf; and acquiring geophysical,
sedimentological, and paleontological
data that may indicate what environmen-
tal factors influenced the ice-sheet retreat.
This is a joint effort between Rice Univer-
sity, the University of Colorado, and
Hamilton College. Experts from various
fields will work with glaciologists, physical
oceanographers, and climatologists, who
will address the problem of ice-sheet sta-
bility and the record of climatic and
glaciological change. (S-083)

Integrated biostratigraphy and high-
resolution seismic stratigraphy of the
Ross Sea: Implications for Cenozoic
eustatic and climate change. Louis R.
Bartek, University of Alabama. We will
conduct an integrated seismic, sedimen-
tologic, and paleontologic investigation of
the glaciomarine stratigraphy of the Ross
Sea continental shelf. To further our
understanding of the Cenozoic history of
glaciation in the Ross Sea region, we will
acquire seismic images and sediment
cores of the glacial sediments and will use
high-resolution, seismic-profiling data to
locate regions where the Pleistocene
glacial till is thin or perhaps absent. Piston
coring at these locations, if the till is pene-
trated, will provide sedimentary records of
Cenozoic depositional environments and

could provide important clues to varia-
tions in the antarctic ice sheets. The seis-
mic profiling will provide a direct record
of the grounding history of the Ross Ice
Shelf during the Pleistocene and will allow
first-order correlations of Cenozoic sedi-
mentary units that are represented by sed-
iments recovered in the piston cores. The
results of this investigation will provide
important proxy records of the history of
both the west antarctic ice sheet and the
east antarctic ice sheet, and these proxy
records, in turn, will provide important
constraints to climate models. (S-088)

Age of the last transgression of the
east antarctic ice sheet, Transantarctic
Mountains, southern Victoria Land.
Gunter Faure, Ohio State University. The
objectives of our project are to acquire
exposure ages of rocks from the McMurdo
Dry Valleys to determine when the east
antarctic ice sheet last over-rode the
Transantarctic Mountains and to help
resolve competing hypotheses about the
Pliocene history of the east antarctic ice
sheet. By measuring beryllium- 10 and alu-
minum-26, which are formed when cos-
mic rays bombard quartz, we will deter-
mine how long quartz outcrops have been
exposed on the summits of the highest
peaks in the Transantarctic Mountains of
southern Victoria Land. The geological
interpretation of these dates is based on
the assumption that the last full transgres-
sion of the east antarctic ice sheet covered
the highest peaks in southern Victoria
Land and then receded, exposing the
mountain peaks. Consequently, how long
rock outcrops on the slopes of several
mountains have been exposed will pro-
vide us with data needed to construct an
exposure history for the region. From this
record, we will be able to develop a record
of ice-sheet recession and to date events
that will resolve the controversy about the
Sirius Formation and address some ques-
tions about the stability of the east antarc-
tic ice sheet. (S-089)

IRIS: Seismology at the South Pole
and Antarctic Peninsula. Rhett Butler,
Incorporated Research Institutions for Seis-
mology (IRIS). The IRIS Global Seismo-
graphic Network (GSN) operates two sta-
tions in Antarctica: SPA at the Amund-
sen-Scott South Pole Station and PMSA at
Palmer Station. Both SPA and PMSA pro-
vide key coverage in the Southern Hemi-
sphere and are critical stations in the GSN.
Located on the Earth's rotational axis, SPA
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is uniquely situated to measure long-peri-
od oscillations of the Earth without the
effects of rotational splitting of modes.
The Antarctic Peninsula station has a
unique vantage for studies of the tectonics
and seismicity of the Peninsula, South
America, Scotia Sea, and Drake Passage.
Near-realtime access to the data is impor-
tant to the seismological community. IRIS
is a nonprofit consortium of 81 U.S. uni-
versities that creates and manages
research facilities for seismology. Current-
ly, it provides funding to the University of
California at Los Angeles to operate a
long-period gravimeter at the South Pole.
IRIS operates the SPA and PMSA seismic
stations in cooperation with the Albu-
querque Seismological Laboratory of the
U.S. Geological Survey. (S-090 and S-091)

Lithospheric controls on the behav-
ior of the west antarctic ice sheet: Corri-
dor aerogeophysics of the eastern Ross
transect zone (CASERTZIWAIS). Donald
D. Blankenship, University of Texas at
Austin, and Robin Bell, Columbia Univer-
sity. West Antarctica is characterized by
two of Earth's most dynamic systems—a
continental rift (the west antarctic rift sys-
tem) and a marine-based ice sheet. Active
continental rift systems, caused by diver-
gent plate motions, result in thinned con-
tinental crust. Associated with the thin
crust are fault-bound sedimentary basins,
active volcanism, and elevated heat flow.
Marine ice sheets are characterized by
rapidly moving streams of ice, penetrating
and draining a slow-moving ice reservoir.
Evidence left by past marine ice sheets
indicates that these ice sheets may have a
strong nonlinear response to long-term
climate change, resulting in massive and
rapid discharges of ice. Understanding the
evolution of the ice-stream system and its
interaction with the interior ice is the key
to understanding this nonlinear response.
Subglacial geology and ice dynamics are
generally studied in isolation, but evi-
dence is mounting that the behavior of
West Antarctica's ice streams may be
closely linked to the nature of the underly-
ing rift system. The fast-moving ice
streams appear to glide on a lubricating
layer of water-saturated till. This till
requires easily eroded sediment and a
source of water, both of which may be
controlled by the geology of the rift sys-
tem, the sediments from the fault-bound
basins, and the water from the elevated
heat flux associated with active lithos-

pheric extension. To gain an understand-
ing of the dynamic behavior of the ice
sheet and the nature of the lithosphere
beneath the ice sheet, we will conduct an
integrated geophysical survey over a large
portion of the west antarctic ice sheet. As
part of this interdisciplinary aerogeophys-
ical study, we will characterize the lithos-
phere of the west antarctic rift system
beneath critical regions of the ice sheet.
The objective of our survey is to determine
how the rift architecture, manifested by
the distribution of sedimentary basins and
volcanic constructs, affects the ice stream
system. We will use a unique geophysical
aircraft equipped with laser altimetry, ice-
penetrating radar, and aerogravity and
aeromagnetic systems that are integrated
with a high-precision kinematic GPS navi-
gation system. This system can image
both the surface and bed of the ice sheet
while measuring the gravity and magnetic
signature of the subglacial lithosphere.
Building on the results of research con-
ducted earlier in the southern sector of
central West Antarctica, we will focus our
efforts on the region of the Byrd subglacial
basin and ice stream D. Because the ice
sheet in these regions has been complete-
ly covered by satellite imagery, we will be
able to integrate newly acquired data with
remote-sensing studies of the ice stream.
The changing dynamics of ice stream D, as
with other west antarctic ice streams,
seem to be correlated with changes in the
morphology of the underlying rift system;
consequently, we will target areas from
the interior ice divide, downstream
through the onset of streaming, to the
trunk of ice stream D. Additionally, we
coordinate our work with investigations of
the surface glaciology of ice stream D. The
results of the surface surveys will guide
cooperative over-snow seismic investiga-
tions of the central west antarctic rift sys-
tem and will be used to select a site for
future deep ice coring along the crest of
the ice sheet. These data also represent
baseline data for long-term global change
monitoring work and will provide infor-
mation about crucial boundary conditions
for ice-sheet modeling. (S-098)

Glaciology

N
early 98 percent of Antarctica is cov-
ered with ice that reaches thicknesses

as great as 4.8 kilometers. From ice cores,
the geologic record, and the marine sedi-
mentary record, scientists gain insight

into global and regional climate and the
variation of atmospheric constituents over
time. By studying the continent's glacial
history, glaciologists, geologists, and other
scientists have learned about the timing of
northern and southern glaciations, global
ocean circulation, ocean boundary
changes, and the dynamic response of ice
to changes in the atmosphere. Deep ice
cores, taken from East Antarctica provide
a 160,000-year record of climate change,
and data from ice-free regions enable
glacial geologists to create models of ice-
sheet fluctuation and soil development.
Using data from radio-echo sounding and
doppler- satellite positioning, glaciologists
and geophysicists have measured the
thicknesses of the ice sheets, learned
about the internal layering of ice sheets,
and determined the velocity of ice move-
ment. Such data enables them to further
their understanding of the relationship
between ice and climate, the stability of
Antarctica's ice sheets, and the potential
impact of fluctuations in these ice sheets
on global sea level.

Ross ice drainage system (RIDS) Late
Holocene climate variability. Paul A.
Mayewski and Loren D. Meeker, University
of New Hampshire. Research has demon-
strated that dynamic links, characterized
by complex integration and feedback sys-
tems, exist among Earth's cosmogenic
input and its atmosphere, biosphere,
anthrosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere,
and lithosphere. Despite recognition of
this system, the details of how it functions
remain poorly understood. Most data con-
cerning past climates are limited to those
acquired from deep-sea, lacustrine, glacial
geologic, and tree-ring records. If scien-
tists are to understand how Earth's cli-
mate system works on a scale of decades
or centuries, we must first have a better
understanding of recent climate events,
especially those over the last 2,000 years.
High-resolution records from ice cores
provide a direct means of documenting
the composition of the atmosphere at a
resolution as finely tuned as seasons over
periods as great as 1 million years. Our
objective is develop a high-resolution cli-
mate record for Antarctica by acquiring,
analyzing, and interpreting the records of
atmospheric chemical deposition from
three ice cores taken at sites within or
adjacent to the Ross ice drainage system
(RIDS). These cores include one from Tay-
lor Dome and two from different sites in
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West Antarctica from which we will collect
200-meter-long cores that will provide
records for more than 2,000 years. Our
glaciochemical analyses will focus on the
major cations and anions found in the
antarctic atmosphere, as well as methane-
sulfonic acid and selected measurements
of the hydrogen ion, aluminum, iron, and
silica. (S-153)

Landscape analysis applied to
Pliocene ice-sheet sensitivity and
Transantarctic Mountains evolution.
George H. Denton, University of Maine. A
basic problem of global-change studies
involves understanding the response of
the antarctic ice sheet to warmer-than-
present polar climates. This problem can
be attacked by developing numerical
models based on the dynamics of the
present ice sheet and then by subjecting
these models to the forcing anticipated
during a "greenhouse world," but insights
can also come from examining the
response of antarctic ice. At issue is the
sensitivity to climate, not only of the small
marine-based west antarctic ice sheet but
also of the huge terrestrial east antarctic
ice sheet. Current interpretations of
glacial and tectonic history in the
Transantarctic Mountains permit two
opposing views of antarctic climate and
associated ice response during the
Pliocene warm intervals. One view calls
for extensive ice-sheet collapse and warm
(2°C to 5°C) marine flooding in East
Antarctica, with scrub Nothofagus bushes
growing nearby. A contrasting view is of a
stable east antarctic ice sheet under con-
tinuous polar-desert climate conditions
during the Pliocene. To reconcile these
conflicting hypotheses, we hope to
improve the understanding of Pliocene
glacial history and landscape evolution of
the Transantarctic Mountains. To accom-
plish this, we will work during the
1994-1995 austral summer in the Royal
Society Range, which has a spectacular
high rift shoulder and extensive areas free
of ice and is adjacent to the dry valleys
and large offshore volcanoes. These
unique circumstances allow us to build
on our previous work in the dry valleys
and to seek critical Pliocene chronologic,
stratigraphic, paleoclimatic, and surface
uplift data. The specific data include a
detailed morphogenetic map that can be
tied into a similar dry valley map that
shows by isotopic dates many old erosion

surfaces; detailed geologic maps of low
and high-elevation glacial deposits and
erosional features; and numerous laser-
fusion argon-40/argon-39 dates of tiny
samples from basalt and volcanic ashfall
either associated stratigraphically with
Pliocene glacial sediments or else resting
directly on erosion surfaces, desert pave-
ments, and frozen-ground contraction
cracks. We have designed our research so
that the proposed glacial and tectonic his-
tory of the Royal Society Range should
clarify two important and intertwined
problems of antarctic science: Pliocene
ice-sheet stability and the evolution of the
Transantarctic Mountains. We anticipate
that the results of our research will pro-
vide the chronology and style of land-
scape development; the magnitude and
timing of Pliocene-Pleistocene uplift;
Pliocene paleoclimate; Pliocene iceflow
patterns and glacier extent; chronology
and cause of mountain overriding; and a
glacial geology test of whether Pliocene
diatoms could have been emplaced in the
Mount Feather Sirius Group outcrop by
the east antarctic ice sheet. (S-156)

Borehole study of antarctic ice-
stream mechanisms. W. Barclay Kamb,
California Institute of Technology. Using
boreholes drilled to the bottom of ice
stream B, researchers have recently been
studying the rapid flow of west antarctic
ice streams, rivers of ice that most likely
occur as glaciers ice slide over deformable
till. Measurements of physical conditions,
materials, material properties, and
motions in the basal zone can be made in
such boreholes. In the 1994-1995 season,
we plan to use this technique to study the
ice sheet outside of ice stream B, in the
Unicorn. Comparison of the results with
those obtained within the ice stream will
further clarify the nature of the ice-stream-
ing mechanism. We also will study how
shear margins control ice-stream motion,
which depends crucially on the magnitude
of the marginal shear stress. This will be
assessed by obtaining ice core samples at
depth in the Dragon and testing them
mechanically to determine the shear stress
required to give the observed marginal
shear strain rate. The search for an under-
standing of ice-stream control mechanism
is aimed at reliably assessing the possible
contributions of ice streams to ice-sheet
collapse brought about either by climate
change or by internal instabilities. (S- 157)

Concentration and isotopic composi-
tion of oxygen, nitrogen, and argon in
trapped gases from the Vostok ice core.
Eric Saltzman, University of Florida. Inter-
actions between climate and the bio-
sphere have a profound influence on our
environment. The biosphere directly
affects climate by regulating the concen-
tration of carbon dioxide and trace green-
house gases and by influencing the hydro-
logic cycle. Climate has a great effect on
the distribution of terrestrial ecosystems,
whereas ocean circulation is a major
determinant of oceanic production and
the characteristics of marine ecosystems.
The glacial-interglacial timescale is espe-
cially relevant to interactions between cli-
mate and the biosphere. Over this relative-
ly short interval (102,000 years), neither
changing continental positions (for exam-
ple, long-term tectonic events such as
mountain building) nor the evolution of
the fauna and flora has influenced the cli-
mate. Rather, climate change is forced by
variations in the distribution of solar radi-
ation received on the Earth's surface and
in the atmospheric concentrations of the
radiatively active gases as well as by
incompletely understood tectonic, climat-
ic, biotic, or random processes. By study-
ing Pleistocene biogeochemistry and pale-
ochemistry, we hope to learn about cli-
mate-biosphere interactions and under-
stand how Earth's climate will be influ-
enced by human alteration of the plane-
tary environment. We will determine
experimentally the concentration and iso-
topic composition of oxygen, nitrogen,
and argon in trapped air in the Vostok ice
core, which preserves a 160,000-year
record of the environment. (S-161)

Siple Dome glaciology and ice stream
history. Charles F. Raymond, University of
Washington. Focusing on Siple Dome and
its surroundings between ice streams C
and D, we will characterize the dynamic
environment and ice stratigraphy as part
of an assessment of Siple Dome as a
potential deep-ice-core site. Additionally,
we will attempt to determine whether the
configuration of ice-stream flow in the
region has changed over time. To accom-
plish this, we will measure the configura-
tion and continuity of internal layers in
the ice, using radar-echo-sounding and
standard global positioning system sur-
veying to determine the velocity field. Our
objective is to gain a better understanding
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of the dynamics of the west antarctic ice
sheet, its past history, and its potential
future behavior, including possible effects
on global sea level. This project is a collab-
orative effort, involving the University of
Washington, the University of Colorado,
and St. Olaf College. (S-163)

Evaluation of processes at polar glac-
ier grounding lines to constrain glacio-
logical and oceanographic models. Ross
D. Powell, Northern Illinois University.
Our objective is to evaluate processes
occurring at the grounding line of polar
glaciers in order to develop constraints for
both glaciological and oceanographic
models. A remotely operated submersible
vehicle will be used to help obtain the
data. We will examine the physical
processes involved in the release of debris
from the glacier and its dispersal in the
ice-proximal marine environment. Sedi-
mentary processes, surface sedimentary
facies, and biological communities will be
studied to improve interpretation of older
glacial sedimentary facies. (S-170)

Reconstruction of paleotemperatures
from precision borehole temperature log-
ging: A Transantarctic Mountains transect
from Taylor Dome to the Ross Sea. Edwin
D. Waddington, University of Washington,
and Gary D. Clow, U.S. Geological Survey.
As a part of this study, we will gather data
to provide a direct thermal measurement
of any climate warming in the Ross Sea
sector of Antarctica. When combined with
existing McMurdo Dry Valleys climate
records and indicators, these data should
provide information about past relation-
ships in the region among such climate
factors as cloudiness, air temperature, and
wind patterns. To obtain the data, we will
log temperature as a function of depth in
pre-existing boreholes on a transect from
Taylor Dome (sometimes known as
McMurdo Dome) through the McMurdo
Dry Valleys to the Ross Sea. Paleotempera-
tures will be derived by applying formal
inverse methods to the data. The oxygen-
isotope proxy record from the Taylor
Dome ice core will be compared with a
true thermal record to calibrate the oxy-
gen-isotope proxy record. Vertical strain
rate will be measured in an existing 130-
meter dry hole to allow correction for firn
compaction and ice advection. (S-17 1)

Cenozoic glacial and climatic history
of the antarctic region. David M. Har-
wood, University of Nebraska. During the

1994-1995 austral summer, we will map,
sample, and study glacial geology and pre-
pare stratigraphic description of known
Sirius Group deposits in the Reedy Glacier
area, including Tillite Spur, Quartz Hills,
and Metavolcanic Mountain. We will also
conduct reconnaissance investigations
and sample glacial deposits at lower Reedy
Glacier, in the northern Wisconsin Range,
at numerous nunataks south of Metavol-
canic Mountain, and along Scott Glacier.
To provide additional samples for micro-
paleonotologic, sedimentologic, cosmo-
genic exposure-age, and magnetostrati-
graphic analysis, we will return to key
stratigraphic intervals at Tillite Spur,
Quartz Hills, and Mount Blackburn and
will study regional geology and the strati-
graphic relationships of Sirius Group
deposits to faults that either cut through
the Sirius or were filled by the rocks from
the Sirius Group. The second phase of our
1994-1995 field research includes glacial
geology, mapping, and sampling of glacial
deposits and debris-ice bands in blue-ice
fields in the Warren and Boomerang
Ranges. The objective of this part of our
research is to verify that marine microfos-
sils are coming out of the ice sheet today
from the subglacial Wilkes Basin. Similar
sampling of the "penguin moraine" and
Neogene glacial deposits in the upper Tay-
lor Glacier region will also be conducted.
(S-174)

Gamma-ray detector for snow-depo-
sition studies: Development and testing.
Jack E. Dibb, University of New Hampshire.
Using in-situ measurements of cesium-137
deposition in snow and ice, scientists can
accurately determine snow- accumulation
rates, a critical component of glaciological
mass-balance studies. Cesium-137, with a
half-life of 30.2 years, provides researchers
with a way of identifying horizon markers
of known absolute age and has already
produced horizons at the beginning
atmospheric thermonuclear testing in
1953, the peak of nuclear testing in 1963,
and the Chernobyl accident in 1986. Our
objectives are to develop a durable,
portable gamma-ray detector system that
can be used to make rapid in situ measure-
ments of cesium-137 in snow and ice and
to test the system in Antarctica in conjunc-
tion with other ice-coring and snow-sam-
pling programs to verify and calibrate the
in situ measurements. This gamma-ray
detection technique is expected to locate

horizons quickly and unambiguously in
the field, and the system will be designed
for use on polar ice sheets and in high-alti-
tude, temperate snow fields. (S- 179)

Microearthquake monitoring of ice
stream C, West Antarctica: A sensor for
sticky spots. Sridhar Anandakrishnan,
Pennsylvania State University. Over 3
years, we will test the hypothesis that a
parameter controlling the flow of fast ice
streams is the hydrologic state of discrete
zones of high friction ("sticky spots") at
the bed of the ice streams. Earlier investi-
gations of Siple Coast ice streams flowing
into the Ross Ice Shelf have revealed that
there is an enormous difference in basal
microearthquake activity between fast-
flowing ice stream B and ice stream C,
which stopped flowing within the last 200
years. We believe that the basal water sys-
tem is lubricating the sticky spots under
the fast ice stream and inhibiting
microearthquake activity while simultane-
ously permitting fast iceflow. This experi-
ment is intended to collect a continuous
record of wide-bandwidth microearth-
quake data from a variety of sites—on the
ice streams, in the transition zone, and on
the inland ice. (S-180)

Volcanic record in antarctic ice.
Philip R. Kyle and Nelia W. Dunbar, New
Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology.
Layers of volcanic ash, or tephra, in ice
sheets are particularly valuable because, if
they are from large eruptions, they form
unique time -stratigraphic markers. From
the chemical make-up of the tephra, scien-
tists can determine the provenance, or ori-
gin, of the material and, with the addition
of argon-40/argon-39 dating, an absolute
age of the layer. Because the amount of
material in tephra layers is small, however,
both in total mass and in particle size, the
appropriate analytical techniques that can
successfully characterize and date small
samples need to be developed. Our objec-
tive is to develop and refine analytical
techniques that will enable us to character-
ize and date the tephra layers, which are
often found in ice cores. Refining the laser-
fusion technique to extract argon before
isotopic analysis is a significant challenge,
but if we are successful, our efforts will be a
substantial benefit to studies of ice cores as
an independent dating tool. Furthermore,
characterization and dating of tephra from
ice cores will provide important informa-
tion to climate models. (S-182)
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On the horizon, far from the astronomy and astrophysics area (or "Dark Sector"), is
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. In the foreground is the cosmic background radiation
anisotropy telescope (center) and the antarctic submillimeter telescope/remote observatory
(ASTRO) (left center). Among the plans for this austral summer are the installation of a new tele-
scope for ASTRO.

Long-term trend in net mass accu-
mulation at South Pole. Ellen Mosley-
Thompson, Byrd Polar Research Center,
Ohio State University. Climate models sug-
gest that global warming might increase
atmospheric water vapor and, conse-
quently, increase precipitation worldwide.
Although increased temperatures are not
likely to bring about significant melting of
the antarctic ice sheet, increased precipi-
tation could enhance accumulation. Ice-
sheet growth would lower global sea level
possibly counterbalancing some of the
current increases caused by thermal
expansion of sea water and melting of
alpine glaciers. Thus, precipitation
changes over the polar plateau will be one
of several factors to consider when pro-
jecting future sea-level changes. During
the 1992-1993 austral summer, we
installed a hexagonal array of 240 poles
centered on the South Pole to establish
systematic, long-term monitoring of net
accumulation. During the 1993-1994 aus-
tral summer, we measured the accumula-
tion over the intervening year and
mapped, using global positioning system
data, surface elevations at each pole in the
six accumulation lines. We are examining
the relationship between the pattern of
accumulation and surface topography.
This year (1994-1995), we will remeasure
the height of each pole and drill six 18-
meter cores that we will cut into small
samples to resolve the exact depth of the
known-time stratigraphic -marker (beta-
radioactivity) horizons deposited in 1955
and 1963-1964. These analyses will reveal
changes in accumulation among the 1955,
1964, and present-day measurements at
these six locations. Over the next 2 years,
we hope to extend the poles, develop stan-
dardized procedures for continuing the
monitoring, and possibly remeasure sur-
face elevations in the final year to assess
changes in topography. Our goal is to
develop and leave in place an optimally
designed accumulation-monitoring pro-
gram that can be incorporated into the
routine science program at Amund-
sen-Scott South Pole Station. (S-185)

Snow-accumulation dynamics at
low-wind and moderate-katabatic-wind
locations in Antarctica. David Braaten,
University of Kansas. Detailed knowledge
of snow accumulation and transport in
Antarctica is extremely limited because of
the complexity of these processes, involv-
ing nonlinear interactions between

episodic precipitation events, snow meta-
morphosis, water-vapor flux, and turbu-
lent wind characteristics. The inaccessibil-
ity of remote ice-sheet sites throughout
most of the year limits even generalized
observations to those made during austral
summer. The history of snow accumula-
tion on antarctic ice sheets can directly
affect scientific interpretation of the pale-
oclimatic records contained in ice cores,
and snow-transport (horizontal flux) char-
acteristics are applicable in quantifying
mass redistribution on the continent and
mass flux at the continental margins. Dur-
ing the 1993-1994 austral summer, instru-
mentation was set up at the Williams Field
near McMurdo Station and Ferrell auto-
matic weather stations, both sites on the
Ross Ice Shelf, to investigate snow accu-
mulation and transport processes. These
instruments disperse colored glass
microspheres on the snow surface at 2-
week intervals. The microspheres act as
time markers within the annual snow
accumulation profile and as a tracer of
snow transport by wind. During the
1994-1995 austral summer, we will sample
snow from cores and in pits at each site
and will analyze snow samples with a
depth resolution of 1 centimeter to identi-
fy microspheres. Using this identification,
we will assign an accumulation date to
discrete snow profile layers. Additionally,
we will obtain snow cores along a 5-kilo-
meter line in the prevailing down-wind
direction and later analyze these samples
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for microspheres. These results will pro-
vide a first-order estimate of e-folding
transport distance for snow grains. (S- 190)

Holocene environmental variability
associated with west antarctic ice sheet
retreat along the Victoria Land coast.
Paul A. Berkman, Ohio State University.
Our objective is to study the nearshore
environmental records along the Victoria
Land coast by using emerged fossil shells.
To determine the environmental condi-
tions under which the shells were deposit-
ed, we will perform shell-growth, x-ray dif-
fraction, elemental, and oxygen isotope
analyses on bulk shell samples of circum-
polar bivalve mollusks. Combined with
data on their beach elevations and radio-
carbon ages, these data sets will provide
information that can be used to interpret
the rates and mechanisms associated with
the Holocene retreat of the west antarctic
ice sheet. (S-191)

West antarctic ice sheet stability: The
Late Quaternary glacial geologic record
from nunataks and coastal mountains.
Harold W. Borns, University of Maine.
During the 1994-1995 austral summer, we
will begin a 1-year reconnaissance investi-
gation of reported paleoglacial geological
evidence on nunataks in the Executive
Committee Range, Marie Byrd Land, West
Antarctica. The glacial/nonglacial geologic
record of higher ice levels, including pre-
cise chronology, will be documented on
selected nunataks. Our objective is to test
the feasibility of a more extensive study to



provide glacial geological data for docu-
mentation of the paleoglaciology of the
inland portion of the west antarctic ice
sheet. (S-192)

Ocean sciences

W
i thin the depths of the southern
oceans are recorded the history of

the world's oceans, changing oceanic con-
ditions, and climate history. Physical and
chemical processes occurring in this
region have a central role in the composi-
tion and structure of the world's oceans.
Because large-scale heat exchange at the
surface overturns the water column and
mixes gases in the atmosphere, these
waters are a major source of the world's
intermediate and deep-water masses. The
Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the
world's largest ocean current, affects glob-
al ocean circulation, and the annual
change in sea-ice cover—from 3.0 to 20.8
million square kilometers—influences
energy transfer. Ocean scientists probe the
relationship between oceanic and atmos-
pheric circulation systems and the physi-
cal basis for biological productivity; deter-
mine the dynamics of the formation and
distribution of water masses, sea ice, and
currents; and investigate the relationship
between the southern oceans and climate.

Tidal predictions for Palmer Station,
Antarctica. Anthony F. Amos, University of
Texas at Austin. Our objective is to estab-
lish at Palmer Station a tide gauge that
provides real-time sea-level observations.
These observations will be used for both
ship operations and research purposes;
the accumulating database will be used to
compute tidal constants for Arthur Har-
bor. (S-201)

Deep Water formation off the eastern
Wilkes Land coast of Antarctica. Theodore
D. Foster, University of California at Santa
Cruz. Research conducted along the coast
of Wilkes Land, East Antarctica, in 1985
showed that the physical processes and
characteristics of sections of the ocean in
this area are similar to those in regions of
the southern Weddell Sea where antarctic
Deep Water forms. Our objective during
the 1994-1995 field season is to study the
processes that form Deep Water and Bot-
tom Water along the antarctic continental
shelf off Wilkes Land between 145°E and
160°E. The project, which is a joint
U.S. /Australian effort, includes deploying
six current-meter moorings for 1 year and
conducting tracer studies (oxygen, carbon

dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons, stable iso -
topes, and nutrients) to test whether shelf
waves and tides are the principal mecha-
nism for mixing shelf water with off-shore
intermediate water. Two oceanographic
cruises are planned for this work—a cruise
of the U.S. icebreaking research ship
Nathaniel B. Palmer in February 1995 and
a cruise of the Australian ship Aurora Aus-
tralis in February 1996. (S-206)

Oceanography of the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas. Stanley S. Jacobs,
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory,
Columbia University. Upwelling warm,
Deep Water covers the Amundsen Sea and
Bellingshausen Sea ice shelves and deliv-
ers significant amounts of heat to the sea
ice and ice shelves at the edges. The
regional precipitation is heavy, historically
maintaining a perennial ice cover. Within
the last few years, however, satellite
images have shown that the ice has been
receding dramatically and that large areas
of open water remain through the winter
in sectors that earlier had been ice-cov-
ered. These irregular ice distributions are
likely to have been accompanied by
altered surface-water properties and pos-
sible changes in the deep vertical circula-
tion. There are indications that the condi-
tions favoring a reduction in the sea ice
may migrate westward toward the Ross
Sea and may have already contributed to a
gradual warming over recent decades on
the western side of the Antarctic Peninsu-
la. This project will be the first systematic
oceanographic study of the continental
shelves of the two seas. It will include tem-
perature and salinity profiling, water sam-
pling for ocean chemistry, and continuous
precision bathymetry. The project will use
the research vessel Nathaniel B. Palmer for
a cruise in September and October 1994 to
observe late winter conditions. (S-211)

Sea-ice physics—Structural charac-
teristics, development, and synthetic-
aperture-radar (SAR) signatures in the
Pacific Sector of the southern oceans.
Martin Jeffries, Geophysical Institute, Uni-
versity of Alaska. In the southern oceans,
deformation processes in the ice pack,
large-scale thermodynamics, and heat-
exchange processes cause sea-ice types to
vary geographically. To define and describe
these variations in sea-ice types more com-
pletely, we will examine snow-cover char-
acteristics on sea-ice floes, variability of
ice-floe thickness, and sea-ice physical
properties and structural characteristics in

the Ross Sea in the late austral winter 1994.
Specific sea-ice characteristics will be relat-
ed to the SAR signatures observed from the
Japanese JERS-1 satellite. These character-
istics include snow-cover features (depth,
temperature, density, grain morphology,
extent of sea-water flooding, snow salinity,
and stable isotopic composition); structur-
al characteristics of ice floes (amounts and
stable isotopic composition of different ice
types—snow ice, frazil ice, and congelation
ice—and their relationships both to snow
and ice thickness and to sea-water flood-
ing); and ice properties (salinity, tempera-
ture). Because different ice types result
from variations in the conditions under
which the ice forms, we will gain a better
understanding of sea-ice parameters and
their geophysical controls by integrating
observations and SAR data analysis with
modeling studies. This analysis will also be
useful in defining the kind of air-ice-ocean
interactions that can be studied using SAR
data and will have broader relevance and
application to atmospheric, biologic, and
oceanic investigations of the southern
oceans. (S-286)

Climate studies

G
lobal climate affects and is affected by
Antarctica's climate regime. This

regime, the world's largest and most
intense, also has a key role in long-term
climate variability. During this century,
scientists have studied regional climate
regimes and unique aspects of the conti-
nent's weather. From this research, they
have come to understand the major sea-
sonal features of atmospheric circulation,
the radiation and energy balances, the
nature of katabatic winds, and the trans-
port of gases and aerosols. Continuing
these investigations, scientists are studying
the interaction of solar radiation with snow
and ice surfaces and its effect on the ener-
gy budget that controls the continent's cli-
mate, the relationship between events and
conditions in the antarctic atmosphere
and global climate phenomena, and the
region's role in global climate change.

Antarctic Meteorological Research
Center. Charles R. Stearns and John T.
Young, University of Wisconsin. The
Antarctic Meteorological Research Center
(AMRC), one of three research centers in
the Crary Science and Engineering Tech-
nology Center at McMurdo Station, is a
resource for meteorological research and a
test bed for improving operational synop-
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tic forecasting. The Man-Computer Inter-
active Data Access System (McIDAS), a ver-
satile computer-based system for organiz-
ing, manipulating, and integrating antarc-
tic environmental data, forms the basis of
AMRC. McIDAS not only captures the flow
of meteorological information from polar-
orbiting satellites, automatic weather sta-
tions (AWSs), operational station synoptic
observations, and research project data,
but it also receives environmental data
products, such as weather forecasts, from
outside Antarctica and serves as a reposito-
ry for existing archived databases. Devel-
oped at the University of Wisconsin in the
mid-1970s, McIDAS ingests meteorological
data from various sources—standard syn-
optic observations, radiosonde profiles,
satellite-based visible and infrared
imagery, atmospheric profiles inverted
from multispectral scanning sensors, and
nonstandard data such as total ozone map-
ping spectrometer data, synthetic aperture
radar sea-ice information, and the auto-
matic weather station network observa-
tions. The system automatically registers,
calibrates, and locates (by geographical
coordinates) the ingested information and
allows a user at a work station to manipu-
late the database. The manipulations,
which include sectorization, false color,
enhancements, brightness stretching,
overlays, looping, and differencing, are
quite definitely keyed to synoptic meteoro-
logical research and weather forecasting.
The antarctic system is based primarily on
data streams provided by polar orbiters
(AVHRR/HRPT and DMSP), since the
angles of sight for geostationary satellites
are extremely low. The full use of McIDAS
capabilities to produce meteorological data
products for forecasting and research will
include data-transfer and communications
capability to, for example, the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology, the University of
Wisconsin Space Science and Engineering
Center, the Fleet Numerical Oceanography
Center in Monterey, and the European
Center for Medium Range Weather Fore-
casts in Reading, United Kingdom. (S-202)

Installation and operation of a wind
profiler radar on the Peruvian antarctic
base Machu Picchu on King George
Island. Ben B. Baisley, University of Col-
orado, Boulder. During previous austral
summers, we constructed and installed a
monostotic very-high-frequency wind
profiling radar at Machu Picchu, the Peru-
vian antarctic base on King George Island

in the Antarctic Peninsula. Similar wind
profilers have operated successfully in
other remote areas in the western equato-
rial Pacific and in equivalent polar lati-
tudes in Alaska. The system provides near-
ly continuous measurement of the total
wind vector through the troposphere and
lower stratosphere and can be expected to
record observations of the horizontal wind
in the region from 70 to 100 kilometers
altitude. Our project is being carried out
cooperatively with the Peruvian Antarctic
Program. (S-205)

Chlorine- and bromine-containing
trace gases in Antarctica. R.A. Rasmussen,
Oregon Graduate Institute for Science and
Technology. We are collecting air samples
year-round at Palmer Station to investi-
gate seasonal trends in trace-gas concen-
trations. The samples are analyzed in our
laboratories for a number of trace compo-
nents, especially chlorine- and bromine-
containing gases. These trace con-
stituents, which come from both natural
and manmade sources, can alter the
Earth's climate. They have even been
implicated in the chemical processes that
contribute to the austral spring depletion
of the ozone layer over Antarctica. Our
work will contribute to a better under-
standing of the buildup of trace con-
stituents, particularly those of high-lati-
tude marine origin. (S-254)

South Pole monitoring for climate
change. Amundsen-Scott South Pole Sta-
tion: Eldon Ferguson, Climate Monitoring
and Diagnostics Laboratory, and Palmer
Station: James T. Peterson, Environmental
Research Laboratories, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Climate Monitor-
ing and Diagnostics Laboratory team will
continue long-term measurements of
trace atmospheric constituents that influ-
ence climate. Four scientists will work at
the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station
observatory during the austral summer,
and two NOAA personnel will stay over the
winter to measure carbon dioxide, water
vapor, surface and stratospheric ozone,
wind, pressure, air and snow temperature,
and atmospheric moisture and other trace
constituents from the station's clean-air
facility. These measurements are part of
NOAA's effort to determine and assess the
long-term buildup of global pollutants in
the atmosphere. The measurements will
be used for time-series analyses of multi-

year data records that focus on stratos-
pheric ozone depletion, transantarctic
transport and deposition, interplay of the
trace gases and aerosols with solar and
terrestrial radiation fluxes on the polar
plateau, the magnitude of seasonal and
temporal variations in greenhouse gases,
and the development of polar stratospher-
ic clouds over Antarctica. Other objectives
of our research are to determine the rate
at which concentrations of these atmos-
pheric constituents change and to exam-
ine their sources, sinks, and budgets.
Working with climate modelers and diag-
nosticians, we will use these data to deter-
mine how the rate of change of these para-
meters affects climate, particularly when
the data are included in climate model
studies. In support of this project, Palmer
Station personnel also will collect carbon
dioxide samples. (S-257A and S-257C)

Investigations of katabatic wind and
its interaction with sea ice. Gerd Wendler,
Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska.
In East Antarctica, U.S., French, and Aus-
tralian investigators are studying the
dynamics of katabatic winds, the gravity-
driven winds that strongly influence the
climate of Antarctica. Data for the study
are obtained from two arrays of automatic
weather stations—one stretching from
Dome C, a site about 3,280 meters above
sea level on the polar plateau, to the
French station Dumont d'Urville on the
coast and the second along the coast from
Dumont d'Urville to Penguin Point. The
second array covers two areas (Cape Deni-
son and Port Martin) that are infamous for
extremely high wind speeds and the
strongest winds found anywhere close to
sea level on Earth. Scientists know that
these katabatic winds can drive sea ice
from the coast even in winter, but, until
recently, such events occurring during the
austral winter were difficult to examine
because traditional satellite imagery was
limited by cloud cover, resolution, or lack
of light. New synthetic aperture radar sen-
sors carried on the ERS-1 and JERS-1
satellites, are now providing high-resolu-
tion, year-round images and enabling us
to examine the interaction of wind and sea
ice to an extent not previously possible.
Our objective is to use these new data sets,
along with traditional satellite imagery, to
study the formation, size, and persistence
of polynyas as a function of katabatic
winds. The interaction of these two phe-
nomena has implications for both local
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Special competition in systematic biology:
Partnerships for Enhancing Expertise in
Taxonomy (PEET)

R
etirement of taxonomic specialists, shifts in academic recruitment and staffing, and
reductions in graduate training all have diminished the knowledge that is needed

to answer what the National Science Board has labeled a global biodiversity crisis
("Loss of Biological Diversity: A Global Crisis Requiring International Solutions," NSF
89-171). The rate of "extinction" among professional taxonomists led a National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) task force to call for enhanced training in taxon-specific exper-
tise ("Adapting to the Future: Report of the BBS Task Force Looking to the 21st Centu -
ry," NSF 91-69).

In partnership with academic institutions, botanical gardens, freshwater and
marine institutes, and natural history museums, NSF is working to enhance taxonomic
research and help prepare future generations of experts. A special NSF competition,
Partnerships for Enhancing Expertise in Taxonomy (PEET), will support competitively
reviewed research projects that target groups of poorly known organisms. Projects
must encourage the training of new generations of taxonomists and translate current
expertise into electronic databases and other formats with broad accessibility to the
scientific community.

Projects designed for 5 years of effort are encouraged, with budgets not to exceed
$150,000 yearly (direct plus indirect costs) or $750,000 total. Group proposals could
increase the budget according to the number of principal investigators involved. Stan-
dard components of taxonomic monography—species description and diagnosis, geo-
graphic distribution, scientific nomenclature, identification keys, illustration—are
expected in all projects; training of two students and computerization activities are also
required. NSF anticipates making 10-20 awards in fiscal year 1995 in this special com-
petition, contingent upon the availability of funds and the quality of proposals
received.

Institutional cost-sharing in accordance with standard NSF rules is expected on all
projects. Institutional commitment to the employment of taxonomists during and
beyond the duration of PEET projects provides one clear example of partnership in
answering the scientific and societal challenge of diminishing taxonomic expertise.

For the PEET Special Competition announcement (NSF 94-109), contact: Division
of Environmental Biology (PELT); National Science Foundation; Suite 635; 4201 Wilson
Boulevard; Arlington, Virginia 22230 (phone: 703-306-1481; fax: 703-306-0367; e-mail:
sysrev@nsf.gov). For complete electronic version of the announcement, e-mail to stis-
serv@nsfgov and request get nsf94109.

and global climate, because open water
releases about two orders of magnitude
more energy in the winter than the ice-
covered ocean. Consequently, polynyas
and other areas of open water affect the
heat transfer from the ocean to the atmos-
phere, as well as the production of sea ice
and cold, saline Antarctic Bottom Water.
Besides studying the interaction between
the katabatic wind and the sea ice, we will
collect data to improve our models of
katabatic flow and to study in detail the
influence of cyclonic systems on the gravi-
tational flow. Three new automatic weath-
er stations will also be added to the system
inland from the coasts where our models
predict there should be even stronger
winds. (S-263)

Operation of an aerosol sampling sys-
tem at Palmer Station. Gail dePlannque
and Cohn G. Sanderson, Environmental
Measurements Laboratory, U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy. In March 1990, a team
from the U.S. Department of Energy, Envi-
ronmental Measurements Laboratory
(EML) in New York City, installed a high-
volume aerosol sampler, a gamma-ray
spectrometer, and a satellite data trans-
mission system at Palmer Station. This
installation is part of EML's Remote
Atmospheric Measurements Program
(RAMP), which is an extension of its world-
wide surface air-sampling program. The
system transmits data through the Nation-
al Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion's ARGOS satellite system. The sam-

pling station at Palmer provides significant
input for EML's global database. (S-275)

Antarctic automatic weather sta-
tions: Operation and research. Charles
Stearns, University of Wisconsin at Madi -
son. Although satellites provide invaluable
information on antarctic weather, surface
data are needed for verification and in sit-
uations when only minimal satellite data
are available. Automatic weather stations
measure surface pressure, air tempera-
ture, wind speed and direction, and, at
some sites, humidity. The data are trans-
mitted to polar-orbiting satellites and are
rebroadcast and stored for later interroga-
tion by ground stations. The data from the
weather stations are used to study the bar-
rier wind along the Transantarctic Moun-
tains, vertical motion and sensible and
latent heat flux from the Ross Ice Shelf,
warm west winds flowing from the Beard-
more and Byrd Glaciers, katabatic flow in
East Antarctica, and mesoscale systems
around the South Pole; they are used to
establish long-term climate records at
selected sites; and, for the 1994-1995 field
season, they are used to study the meteo-
rology of the west antarctic/Siple Coast
region. Data from the automatic weather
stations are also used in support of aircraft
operations in Antarctica. (S-283)

Ozone-depletion studies

S
ince 1986, U.S. investigators have stud-
ied and monitored the changes occur-

ring in the ozone layer above Antarctica.
Although they agree that chlorine, pro-
duced by manmade chlorofluorocarbons,
is a key element in the chemical reactions
that break down stratospheric ozone thus
depleting the amount of ozone above
Antarctica each austral spring, the role and
impact of atmospheric phenomena, cli-
mate dynamics, and other atmospheric
aerosol compounds remain unclear. How
do dynamic processes of the upper atmos-
phere influence the depletion? What physi-
cal properties of polar stratospheric clouds
enhance the chemical reactions that
destroy ozone? What other aerosol com-
pounds contribute to the process? Answers
to these and other questions are critical
not only for understanding the antarctic
and arctic atmosphere but also for deter-
mining the effects on global climate.

Lidar monitoring of polar stratos-
pheric clouds. Alberto Adriani, Institute of
Atmospheric Physics. In cooperation with
the U.S. Antarctic Program and in collabo-
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ration with the University of Wyoming,
Italian scientists will make laboratory-
based lidar observations and in situ mea-
surements by multispectral backscatter
sondes of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs)
above McMurdo Station. These data add to
the available information concerning the
annual springtime depletion of ozone in
the antarctic stratosphere and enhance
scientific understanding of the role of PSCs
in the depletion process. (S-107)

In situ measurements of polar
stratospheric clouds, condensation
nuclei, and ozone in the springtime
antarctic stratosphere. Terry Deshler, Uni-
versity of Wyoming. To improve our
understanding of the annual springtime
depletion of ozone above Antarctica, we
will continue to make balloonborne mea-
surements of ozone, polar stratospheric
clouds (PSCs), and condensation nuclei
above McMurdo Station. Although the
principal cause of the ozone depletion is a
catalytic reaction of chlorine with ozone,
PSCs play a major role in the process by
freeing elemental chlorine from the reser-
voir gases, hydrochloric acid and chlorine
nitrate. Once freed, the chlorine is avail-
able for photocatalytic destruction of
ozone at sunrise. Scientific knowledge of
the formation and physical state of PSC
particles remains limited. New aspects of
our project will address both of these
issues and are expected to improve our
understanding of PSCs, the key to the
ozone-destruction process. A new instru-
ment, which will measure the light-scat-
tered particles both forward and backward
by PSC, is under development. By com-
paring the signals produced by PSC, we
will gain information about the composi-
tion of the particles. Simultaneous profiles
of PSCs, nitric-acid vapor, and water vapor
during the winter of 1994, collected in col-
laboration with Denver University and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, will improve our under-
standing of the formation of PSCs by pro-
viding measurements for both the gas and
particle phase. Simultaneous measure-
ments of PSCs with aerosol counters and
with a new balloonborne lidar, in collabo-
ration with the National Research Council
of Italy, are expected to offer additional
insight into the optical properties of the
particles, which, in turn, are indicative of
particle composition. (S-131)

Ultraviolet and visible spectroscopy
at three polar sites. Ryan Sanders, Nation-

al Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion. During the next 5 years at McMurdo
Station, personnel from the Aeronomy
Laboratory of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), with
additional support from Antarctic Support
Associates on-site technical support staff,
will use ground-based instruments to
make year-round visible and ultraviolet
spectroscopic measurements of stratos-
pheric column abundances of ozone,
nitrogen dioxide, nitrate radial, chlorine
dioxide, and bromine monoxide. Simulta-
neously measuring these gases with their
seasonal and daily variations will provide
valuable data for understanding polar
ozone depletion and the photochemistry
responsible for the destruction of the
stratospheric ozone layer, particularly in
the presence of volcanic aerosols. We will
compare our data from McMurdo to data
collected at other polar sites, such as
Palmer Station, Antarctica, and to mea-
surements taken at Sondre Stromfjord,
Greenland, beginning in late 1994. (S-136)

Field observations of stratospheric
trace gases in support of the upper
atmospheric research satellite (UARS)
mission. Robert L. De Zafra, State Univer-
sity of New York at Stony Brook. Our objec-
tive is to continue spectroscopic observa-
tion, begun in 1986, of millimeter-wave
emissions of certain trace gases in the
stratosphere above McMurdo Station dur-
ing the austral spring. Primary emphasis
will be on chlorine monoxide, a direct
indicator of ozone destruction by chlo-
rine. With these data, we will also be able
to continue cross-calibration checks with
readings of chlorine monoxide made by
the Microwave Limb Sounder instrument
aboard the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's UARS. We expect
to expand our observations during the
1994 winter-fly-in period by operating a
second spectrometer that was used at
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station from
February 1993 to January 1994. With an
additional spectrometer, we will be able to
include measurements of stratospheric
nitrous oxide, nitric acid, and ozone, while
chlorine monoxide measurements contin-
ue round-the-clock with our primary
spectrometer. We are also continuing to
analyze the data on ozone, nitrous oxide,
chlorine monoxide, nitric acid, and nitrite
that were collected by our millimeter-
wave spectrometer at the South Pole dur-
ing 1993. (S-137)

Lidar experiment at South Pole. Gior-
gio Fiocco, Università La Sapienza, Rome,
Italy. Our lidar is designed to take vertical
profiles of the upper stratosphere. From
this data, we are able to infer the molecular
and aerosol concentration of air and,
under some conditions, measure such
parameters as atmospheric temperature.
This information, which is useful in climat-
ic studies, is relevant to studies of atmos-
pheric radiation, structure, and composi-
tion and may aid understanding of ozone-
depletion mechanisms. This is a coopera-
tive project between the United States and
Italian antarctic programs. (S-256)

Ozonesonde measurements of
stratospheric ozone over Antarctica.
Arnold L. Torres, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Goddard Space
Flight Center, Wallops Flight Facility. Sud-
den and dramatic decreases in atmospher-
ic ozone occur each austral spring over
Antarctica. The most detailed picture of
this depletion comes from high-resolution
vertical profiles obtained with balloon-
borne ozonesondes. Starting on 1 Septem-
ber 1994, we will launch from Palmer Sta-
tion balloons carrying our instrument
package every other day through Septem-
ber. During October and the early part of
November, we will launch the instrument
balloons daily, but once the ozone hole
diminishes, we will resume the every-
other-day schedule. Data will be sent by
electronic mail to Wallops Island for evalu-
ation throughout the season. The profiles
will provide information about changes in
the depth, vertical extent, ozone-loss rates,
and seasonal behavior of the ozone-deple-
tion phenomenon. (S-293)

Astronomy, aeronomy, and astro-
physics

A
ntarctica provides researchers with a
unique platform from which to probe

Earth's near- and far-space environment,
the nature of stellar and solar activity, and
solar-terrestrial effects on humans and the
environment. Because the continent
encompasses a range of geomagnetic lati-
tudes, scientists can study the plasma-
pause (the internal magnetospheric
boundary), the magnetospheric cusp, and
the auroral zone. At the geographic South
Pole, astronomers and astrophysicists are
taking advantage of the site's unique cli-
mate and geographic features to probe the
mysteries of the Universe's beginning and
the nature of cosmic background radia-
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McMurdo Station seen from the sea ice. The Crary Science and Engineering Center dominates the
center of the station.

tion. Data from these studies and others
help describe how solar energy enters the
outer terrestrial environment and reaches
the atmosphere, how disturbances associ-
ated with the transfer of energy propagate
to and affect the planet's surface, and how
matter in the Universe formed into galax-
ies and clusters of galaxies.

Operation of an extremely-low-fre-
quency/very-low-frequency radiometer at
Arrival Heights. Robert A. Helliwell and
A. C. Fraser-Smith, Stanford University.
During the 1994-1995 field season, we will
continue to operate an extremely-low-fre-
quency and very-low-frequency (ELF/VLF)
radiometer at Arrival Heights, a radio-quiet
site on Ross Island. The radiometer, one of
several systems that Stanford University
operates at different sites around the
world, measures the intensity of electro-
magnetic radiation, making possible the
study of wave-particle interactions in the
magnetospheric plasma (low-energy ion-
ized gas that permeates the magneto-
sphere). These systems make possible
measurements of naturally occurring radio
noise in the 5-hertz to 30-kilohertz range.
With the resulting data, we will develop a
long-term climatology of natural back-
ground noise that will be used to further
understanding of coherent radiation from
magnetospheric plasma. The results can
also be applied to communications,
remote sensing of magnetospheric plasma,
and modification of the magnetosphere
and ionosphere by wave-induced particle
precipitation. (S-100)

Magnetometer data acquisition at
McMurdo and Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Stations. Louis Lanzerotti, AT&T Bell
Laboratories, and Alan Wolfe, New York
City Technical College. Magnetometers
installed at sites in both polar regions con-
tinue to provide measurements of the
magnitude and direction of variations in
Earth's magnetic field from direct current
to about 0.1 Hz. Our project focuses on
measurements of these variations from
magnetometers installed at conjugate sites
in the Northern and Southern Hemi-
spheres (specifically, at McMurdo and
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Stations,
Antarctica, and at Iqaluit, Northwest Terri-
tories, Canada). We are also beginning to
associate these data with similar data
acquired from several automatic geophysi-
cal observatories sites that are part of the
polar experiment network for geophysical
upper-atmosphere investigations (PEN-
GUIN) program (S-112). Using these sys-
tems, we gather data on the coupling of the
interplanetary medium into the dayside
magnetosphere, including the magneto-
spheric cusp region, as well as the causes
and propagation of low-frequency hydro-
magnetic waves in the magnetosphere.
Because of unique climatic conditions at
the South Pole, we are also able to corre-
late optical measurements with particle
precipitation measurements and with
hydromagnetic-wave phenomena record-
ed by the magnetometer. (S-101)

High-latitude magnetic pulsation
studies in Antarctica and the Arctic. Roger

L.Arnoldy, University of New Hampshire.
We will continue to collect and analyze
data from magnetic pulsation sensors
located at high-geomagnetic-latitude sta-
tions in the Arctic (Sondre Stromfjord,
Greenland) and Antarctica (McMurdo and
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Stations).
The measured pulsations, which range in
frequency from a few millihertz to a few
hertz, are used in conjunction with similar
data acquired from a number of satellites.
They are vital to scientists' understanding
of the mechanism by which energy is
transferred from the solar wind to the
Earth's magnetosphere. (S-102)

Antarctic aurora! imaging. Stephen
Mende, Lockheed Palo Alto Research Labo-
ratory. To explain the processes producing
the auroral phenomena, scientists need to
understand the connection between indi-
vidual auroras and various regions of the
magnetosphere. In the past, space satel-
lites have explored the magnetosphere in
some detail and the energetic particle plas-
ma content of the magnetosphere has
been mapped. By knowing how the mag-
netospheric and the auroral regions are
configured and connected, researchers will
be able to determine the nature of the
mechanisms responsible for generating
auroral forms, specifically auroral arcs.
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station is
uniquely situated for optical observations
of polar aurora. The 24-hour austral winter
night allows us to monitor aurora continu-
ously for daily movements and responses
to geomagnetic activity and to the chang-
ing conditions of the interplanetary medi-
um. An intensified optical, all-sky imager,
operating in two parallel wavelength chan-
nels-4,278 and 6,300 Angstroms—will be
used to record digital and video images of
aurora. The objective is to investigate the
electrodynamics of the polar cap and cleft
regions by measuring auroral-precipitation
patterns and interpreting the results in
terms of coordinated observations of mag-
netic, radio-wave absorption images and
high-frequency, coherent-scatter radar
measurements. Through this investigation,
we hope to learn about the sources and
energization mechanisms of auroral parti-
cles and other forms of energy inputs into
the high-latitude atmosphere. (S- 104)

A study of very-high-latitude geo-
magnetic phenomena. Robert Cia uer,
University of Michigan. When the solar
wind interacts with the Earth's magnetic
field, electric currents are produced in the
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polar cap. Our joint U.S./Russian project
focuses on the structure of these currents,
the integrated effect of which can be
observed at the surface with relatively
simple magnetometers. The Russian
Antarctic Program operates two remote,
automated magnetometers along the tra-
verse route between Mirnyy and Vostok
Stations in East Antarctica, as well as
attended instruments at both stations. As
part of this project the data-acquisition
mode of these instruments will be con-
verted from analog to digital, and the
existing Russian database, which dates
back to 1978 for some instruments, will be
digitized. The digitized data will be ana-
lyzed in conjunction with supporting
satellite data and conjugate observations
from the Northern Hemisphere to inter-
pret the three-dimensional convection
patterns produced by various orientations
of the Earth's magnetic field. (S-105)

Very-low-frequency sensing of thun-
derstorms and radiation-belt coupling.
U.S. man, Stanford University. Recent
research results suggest that lightning and
thunderstorms may have a major role in
the precipitation of trapped particles from
the radiation belts surrounding the Earth.
By using ground- and satellite-based
observations, researchers have established
that detectable lightning-induced electron
precipitation and associated ionospheric
disturbances do occur. Such precipitation
is evidence of a fundamental mechanism
of coupling between the magnetosphere-
ionosphere system and the middle atmos-
phere. Our project focuses on the bursts of
precipitation that lightning discharges
induce at middle to low latitudes. The
results help us determine the role of light-
ning and thunderstorms in relation to
magnetospheric electrons and the way in
which the atmosphere, ionosphere, and
magnetosphere are coupled. To study this
phenomenon, we will use the intensifica-
tions of ionospheric density that it pro-
duces. These are detected as amplitude
and phase perturbations on very-low-fre-
quency, low-frequency, and middle-fre-
quency radio signals that spread out along
geomagnetic field lines. Measurements
such as these are a powerful, and possibly
unique, ground-based tool for detecting
particle precipitation at middle and low
latitudes. While working at Palmer Station,
technicians will take simultaneous high-
resolution measurements of the ampli-
tude and phase of subionospheric very-

low-frequency, low-frequency, and mid-
dle-frequency signals to determine the
spatial distribution, temporal signatures,
and magnetic conjugacy of lightning-
induced precipitation. (S-106)

Probing the solar interior and atmos-
phere from the geographic South Pole.
Stuart M. Jefferies, Thomas L. Duvall, John
W. Harvey, DermottJ. Mullan, and Martin
A. Pomerantz, Bartol Research Institute,
University of Delaware. The South Pole, a
unique observatory for solar astronomy, is
the only terrestrial site from which
researchers can observe the Sun for
extended periods, ranging from weeks to
months, without diurnal interruptions or
variations. For many years, scientists have
used the site as a research platform from
which to study solar oscillations. During
the 1994-1995 austral summer, we will
continue these highly successful observa-
tions, using a telescope that records high-
resolution (4-arcsecond) images of the full
solar disk at two Fraunhofer wave-
lengths—hydrogen-alpha and calcium II
K—that come from different heights in the
solar atmosphere. We will analyze the
hydrogen line for intensity variations and
doppler velocity and use the calcium line
to measure intensity variations only.
These data will be used to study the interi-
or of the Sun by observing the various
modes of the exterior vibrations. Specifi-
cally, we will focus on how acoustic oscil-
lations vary with solar cycle activity, sub-
surface structures of magnetic features
such as sunspots, the wave properties of
the solar atmosphere, and the physics of
acoustic oscillations with frequencies
above 4 millihertz. (S- 109B)

South Pole air shower experiment.
Thomas Gaisser, University of Delaware.
The South Pole air shower experiment
(SPASE) is a 20,000-square-meter array,
consisting of 24 scintillation detectors.
The array measures very energetic parti-
cles produced when the Earth's atmos-
phere interacts with cosmic rays. Although
SPASE, installed in 1989, was originally
designed to search for ultra-high-energy
(greater than 100 teraelectronvolts)
gamma rays, the array has evolved to
become a part of one of the most compre-
hensive, high-energy astrophysics obser-
vatories in existence. In conjunction with
other astronomy and astrophysics projects
at South Pole, we will continue to operate
SPASE and to search for sources of the
very-highest-energy cosmic rays. During

the 1994-1995 austral summer, we will
improve the system's capabilities and
move the array to the newly established
astrophysics section about 1 kilometer
from South Pole Station. SPASE, a key
component of what promises to be one of
the most sensitive instruments on Earth
for measuring the masses of cosmic rays
with energies above 100 teraelectronvolts,
is a collaborative project between the Bar-
to! Research Foundation of the University
of Delaware and the University of Leeds in
England, along with other institutions that
are involved in the high-energy astro-
physics experimental effort at the South
Pole. (S-109D)

Antarctic neutral thermosphere and
mesosphere dynamics and thermody-
namics. Gonzalo Hernandez, University of
Washington. Ground-based optical mea-
surements of the motions and tempera-
tures of the upper atmosphere—at heights
greater than 70 kilometers—are being
made at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Sta-
tion to investigate the dynamic behavior of
this region of the atmosphere. The sta-
tion's unique location at the rotational
pole makes it possible to measure atmos-
pheric motions at all local times (longi-
tudes) and, therefore, directly determine
the zonal wavenumber mode of the
observed traveling wave motions by a sim-
ple measurement of the longitudinal phase
progression of these waves. The measure-
ments indicate that the atmosphere near
the poles strongly favors tonal wavenum-
ber 1 modes for motions and wavenumber
0 modes for temperature (and density).
Plans are in progress to make simultane-
ous observations at neighboring (lower)
latitudes to study the evolution of atmos-
pheric wave modes as they progress to the
rotational axis at South Pole. The dynam-
ics of the higher latitude neutral thermos-
phere in the Southern Hemisphere are sci-
entifically interesting because here the
rotational and the geomagnetic poles are
more greatly separated than their counter-
parts in the Northern Hemisphere. Conse-
quently, the atmosphere has a different
dynamic response to the influences of
solar-ultraviolet radiation, magnetospher-
ic convection, and solar-wind particle
effects in the two hemispheres. As solar
activity changes, the results of our investi-
gation will further understanding of this
important atmospheric region. Recent
improvements in telecommunications at
U.S. antarctic stations also make it possi-
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ble for us to link with stations at high and
middle latitudes from the South Pole and
have expanded scientific efforts to conduct
international cooperative campaigns of
observations, covering high and middle
southern latitudes. (S- hO)

Riometery in Antarctica and conju-
gate regions. Theodore Rosenberg, Univer-
sity of Maryland. We will use imaging and
broadbeam riometers and optical pho-
tometers to study the processes of energy
transfer from the solar wind to Earth's
magnetosphere and ionosphere at high
geomagnetic latitudes. The emphasis will
be on understanding the ionospheric sig-
natures of dayside auroral phenomena
associated with particle entry into the
cusp and boundary layers, as well as the
nightside substorm effects associated with
the magnetotail and plasma sheet. Three
imaging riometers, located at Amund-
sen-Scott South Pole Station, Sondre
Stromfjord, Greenland, and Iqaluit, North-
west Territories, Canada (the magnetic
conjugate to the South Pole), will provide
continuous, simultaneous, conjugate
measurements of polar auroral phenome-
na. All of the above data sets will also be
used in conjunction with data recently
obtained from the first of the U.S. auto-
matic geophysical observatories. (5-111)

Polar experiment network for geo-
physical upper-atmosphere investiga-
tions (PENGUIN). Theodore Rosenberg,
University of Maryland. A consortium of
U.S. and Japanese scientists will use a net-
work of automatic geophysical observato-
ries (AGOs), established on the polar
plateau and equipped with suites of
instruments to measure magnetic, auroral,
and radiowave phenomena. The first AGO
was deployed in December 1992, and data
from the first year of operation are cur-
rently under study. Two more AGOs were
deployed during the 1993-1994 austral
summer and are performing well. The final
three AGOs will be installed during the
1994-1995 austral summer. We will use
these arrays of instruments, along with
measurements made at select manned sta-
tions, to study the energetics and dynam-
ics of the high-latitude magnetosphere on
both large and small scales. The research
will be carried out along with in situ obser-
vations of the geospace environment by
spacecraft, in close cooperation with other
nations working in Antarctica and in coop-
eration with conjugate studies performed
in the Northern Hemisphere. (S-112)

Planetary waves in the antarctic
mesopause region. Jeffrey Forbes, Univer-
sity of Colorado. Our project continues a
study of long-period (greater than 2 days)
atmospheric planetary waves near the
antarctic mesopause at an altitude of
approximately 95 kilometers. Focusing on
two aspects of this phenomenon, we will
analyze existing radar wind measure-
ments made at Mawson, Molodezhnaya,
and Scott Bases in Antarctica and com-
pare these measurements with similar
ones made at Fairbanks, Alaska, and Heiss
Island, Russia. We will also operate a
meteor radar to obtain mesospheric wind
data at South Pole over a year. The radar
unit will be provided by our Russian col-
laborators, and a Russian scientist will
install and operate the instrument. (S-114)

Cosmic and solar hard x-ray and
gamma-ray spectroscopy from Antarcti -
ca. Robert P. Lin, University of California
at Berkeley. Astrophysicists believe that
supernova explosions produce most of the
heavy elements in the Universe through
the processes that occur as a star's core
collapses and explodes during supernova.
Observing and recording the spectral
properties of gamma rays appear to be the
best ways to study this process because
many of the heavy elements are first pro-
duced as unstable nuclei that emit gamma
rays of characteristic energies as they
decay. On 23 February 1987, astronomers
and astrophysicists observed Supernova
1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud, a
companion galaxy to the Milky Way. This
supernova, the closest to Earth in more
than 300 years, continues to offer
astronomers and astrophysicists a unique
opportunity to study in detail a supernova
explosion, to learn more about the process
of explosive nucleo synthesis, and to
search for cosmic gamma-ray bursts and
astronomical events that occur during
supernovas. (S-116)

Solar and heliosphere studies with
antarctic cosmic-ray observations. John
Bieber, University of Delaware. Neutron
monitors in Antarctica provide a vital
three-dimensional perspective on the
anisotropic flux of cosmic rays that con-
tinuously bombards Earth. At McMurdo
and Amundsen-Scott South Pole Stations,
year-round observations will continue for
cosmic rays with energies in excess of 1
billion electronvolts. With these data, we
will advance understanding of a variety of
fundamental plasma processes occurring
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on the Sun and in interplanetary space.
Neutron-monitor records, which began in
1960 at McMurdo Station and 1964 at
South Pole Station, will play a crucial role
in efforts to understand the nature and
causes of cosmic-ray and solar-terrestrial
variations occurring over the 11-year
sunspot cycle, the 22-year Hale cycle, and
even longer time scales. At the other
extreme, we will use new methods to
study high time-resolution (10-second)
cosmic-ray data to determine the three-
dimensional structure of turbulence in
space and to understand the mechanism
by which energetic charged particles scat-
ter in this turbulence. (S-120)

All-sky-camera measurements of the
aurora australis from Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station. Frank T. Berkey, Cen-
ter for Atmospheric and Space Sciences,
Utah State University. Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station, located at the south
geographic pole, is a unique platform
from which to undertake measurements
of the polar ionosphere. Due to the config-
uration of the geomagnetic field in the
Southern Hemisphere, the station is situ-
ated in such a way that dayside auroras
can be viewed for several hours each day.
Research has shown that they are caused
by precipitation of low-energy particles,
which enter the magnetosphere by means
of the solar wind. Since 1965, data have
been acquired at the South Pole using a
film-based, all-sky-camera system. Using
advanced technology, we can now digitize
photographic images and process large
amounts of information automatically.
Besides continuing to acquire 35-millime-
ter photographic images with all-sky-cam-
era system, we will collaborate with Japan-
ese researchers to analyze part of the data
with an all-sky-camera processing system
developed at Japan's National Institute of
Polar Research. This system displays data
in a geophysical coordinate framework
and analyzes images over short and long
intervals not possible with individual pho-
tographic images. The data will be used to
investigate dayside auroral structure,
nightside substorm effects, and polar-cap
arcs. These studies can also be used to
obtain further insight into the physics of
the magnetosphere, the convection of
plasma in the polar cap, and solar winds
in the thermosphere. (S- 122)

Observation of very-high-energy
gamma-ray sources from the South Pole.
Robert M. Morse, University of Wisconsin,



and James A. Gaidos, Purdue University.
Although cosmic radiation was discovered
more than 75 years ago, its origin remains
a mystery. Gamma rays, which represent
only a small fraction of the total cosmic-
ray flux, spread out undeflected from their
sources to the Earth. The dominant, elec-
trically charged component is deflected by
magnetic fields. To identify sources of cos-
mic radiation, which according to some
theories may have been created by a mod-
est number of supernovas, we have
installed an atmospheric Cherenkov tele-
scope near the South Pole. The telescope
consists of an array of parabolic mirrors
with photomultiplier tubes at their foci.
The photomultiplier tubes can detect light
from very-high-energy interactions in a
small amount of atmosphere. The geo-
graphic South Pole is an ideal location for
this because we can see a single object
through a constant thickness of atmos-
phere for extended periods. At middle lati-
tude sites, observations are limited to a
few hours of viewing at a time. (S-125)

Rayleigh and sodium lidar studies of
the troposphere, stratosphere, and meso-
sphere at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station. George C. Papen and Chester S.
Gardner, University of Illinois. We will con-
tinue to construct and eventually operate a
powerful multichannel lidar (light radar)
at South Pole Station. This system, a flexi-
ble, general-purpose lidar, has four main
observational capabilities that are useful
for addressing a number of important sci-
entific issues related to global change.
First, it can completely characterize polar
stratospheric clouds (PSCs) throughout
the antarctic winter and spring, a capacity
that is of great importance in understand-
ing the stratospheric ozone hole. Second,
it measures the temperature profile from 2
to 70 kilometers using Raman and Ray-
leigh techniques. Third, it enables us to
observe polar mesospheric clouds during
the austral summer. Finally, with this sys-
tem, we can measure the structure and
dynamics of the sodium layer near the
mesopause region (an altitude of about 90
kilometers). (S-127)

Low-frequency/high-frequency pro-
grammable frequency receiver to the
antarctic automatic geophysical observa-
tories. James W. LaBelle, Dartmouth Col-
lege. For decades, intermittent ground
observations have given tantalizing hints
that the Earth's high-latitude ionosphere

emits radio waves in the low-frequency to
high-frequency band (0.15-9.6 mega-
hertz). Rocket and satellite observations in
the upper regions of the ionosphere and
magnetosphere commonly indicate the
existence of these terrestrial radio signals,
particularly in the lower portion of this
frequency range. Theoretical studies have
indicated that some of these emissions
should penetrate the ionosphere and be
detectable at ground level, but ground-
based recordings are needed to study this
much-neglected radio band, to confirm
these theories, and to provide insight into
auroral emission and wave-propagation
processes. The unmanned automatic geo-
physical observatories (AGOs) are ideal for
this effort because these frequencies can
be greatly affected by human-produced
transmissions, which are generally mini-
mal in Antarctica. Because the AGOs can
be installed at locations remote from
antarctic stations, interference from radio
transmissions is even less of a problem. To
gather data about this poorly understood
frequency band, our study will use a pro-
grammable low-frequency/high-frequen-
cy receiver, an array of small ferrite-rod
antennas, a power subsystem, and data-
compression software deployed at two
AGO sites. (S-128)

Spectroscopic and interferometric
studies of airflow and auroral processes
in the upper atmosphere over Amund-
sen-Scott South Pole Station. G.G. Sivjee,
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University.
Our project focuses on the physical,
dynamic, chemical, and atomic-molecular
processes occurring in the upper atmos-
phere above Antarctica—particularly the
mesopause, thermosphere, and iono-
sphere. The long, dark winters at Amund-
sen-Scott South Pole Station will be used
for more extensive observations of semidi-
urnal, diurnal, and longer period distur-
bances propagating through the meso-
pause. We hope to compare our data from
the station with similar data from our sta-
tions in the Arctic (where topological and
meteorological conditions are different
from those in Antarctica) to assess the
contributions of these factors to the
mesopause disturbances. (S-129)

The AMANDA project: The antarctic
ice sheet as a high-energy detector.
Robert M. Morse, University of Wisconsin
at Madison. The antarctic muon and neu-
trino detector array (AMANDA) consists of

sensitive photomultiplier tubes that have
been imbedded about 1 kilometer deep in
the antarctic ice sheet near the South
Pole. This array makes it possible for us to
use the ice itself as a Cherenkov detector
for high-energy neutrinos of astrophysical
origin that have passed through the Earth.
AMANDA is also able to detect neutrinos
produced in the atmosphere near the
North Pole and, therefore, can be used to
measure neutrino properties. Neutrino
astronomy has, to date, been limited to
detection of solar neutrinos and one brief
burst from the supernova that appeared
in the Large Magellanic Cloud in February
1987. Recently, several new sources of
high-energy gamma rays, which may also
be neutrino sources, have been discov-
ered by the Compton Observatory satel-
lite and, most significantly, the atmos-
pheric Cherenkov telescope on Mount
Hopkins, Arizona. We believe that many
other neutrino sources, not detectable as
gamma rays or any other wavelength of
electromagnetic radiation, should exist
but have gone undiscovered because only
now is it becoming technically feasible to
build neutrino telescopes. As one of the
first generation of such instruments,
AMANDA promises to be a significant
contributor to a new branch of observa-
tional astronomy. (S-130)

Center for Astrophysical Research in
Antarctica. Doyal A. Harper, University of
Chicago. Infrared and submillimeter
astronomy has the potential of answering
some major questions about the forma-
tion of the Universe, including questions
concerning inconsistencies in cosmic
microwave background radiation, the
processes by which stars form from inter-
stellar gas, the formation of planets, the
nature of primeval galaxies, and the
uneven distribution of matter and energy
in the early Universe. Making use of
Antarctica's unique physical characteris-
tics and geographic location, the Univer-
sity of Chicago—collaborating with
Princeton University, AT&T Bell Labora-
tories, and other institutions—has estab-
lished the Science and Technology Center
for Astrophysical Research in Antarctica
(CARA). The center provides an observa-
tory at the South Pole with instruments
designed to probe the far reaches of the
Universe and to support three significant
experiments: ASTRO, SPIREX, and
COBRA. ASTRO (antarctic submillimeter
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USAP's icebreaking research ship Nathan/e/ B. Palmer docked along side the tanker ship Richard
C. Matthiesen at McMurdo Station's ice pier at the end of the 1993-1994 austral summer. During
the 1994-1995 season, Nathaniel B. Palmer will return to the Ross Sea region to support cruises
there as well as along the Wilkes Coast and in ocean areas between Antarctica and New Zealand.

telescope and remote observatory, John
Barley, University of Colorado) uses a 1.7-
meter-diameter submillimeter telescope
to survey the galactic plane, the galactic
center, and the Magellanic Clouds.
SPIREX (South Pole infrared explorer,
Mark Hereld, University of Chicago),
which makes use of an existing 60-cen-
timeter-diameter, near-infrared tele-
scope, explores the potential of the South
Pole as an infrared site and is surveying
primeval galaxies and brown dwarf stars.
This spectral window is also located with-
in a "hole" in the celestial background
and may afford the most sensitive view of
light from galaxies formed in the early
Universe. At this wavelength, a South Pole
telescope will be more sensitive than the
Hubble telescope and 200 times more
sensitive than a ground-based telescope
at a midlatitude site. COBRA (cosmic
background radiation anisotropy, Mark
Dragovan and Jeffrey B. Peterson, Prince-
ton University) searches for and maps
anisotropies in the cosmic background
radiation at sufficient sensitivity to test
current theories of the origin of the Uni-
verse. The South Pole center will enable
these researchers and others to make
measurements at wavelengths that are
usually hampered by the absorption and
emissions of the Earth's atmosphere.
Because of the near absence of water
vapor in the atmosphere above the polar
plateau, the infrared skies are clearer and
darker than anywhere else on the Earth.
These unique environmental conditions
overcome not only the diurnal variations
in temperature that lead to atmospheric
noise and wind at higher latitudes but
also much of the infrared background
radiation. The elevation of the antarctic
plateau significantly reduces the atmos-
pheric path that the light must traverse.
The geographic singularity of a polar site
also allows a unique opportunity to
reduce systematic errors in searches for
cosmic microwave background aniso-
tropies. All of these factors will combine
to improve the observing conditions by a
factor of 10 to 100. (S-132A, S-13213, 5-
132C, S- 132D, and S- 132E)

Long-duration ballooning—Launch
and telemetry support. David Stuchlik,
Wallops Flight Facility, National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration. In support
of astrophysical and astronomy projects,
we will launch (from Williams Field near
McMurdo Station), track, provide teleme-

try support for, and recover large high-
altitude helium balloons. (S-145)

Antarctic long-duration balloon
flight for the JACEE collaboration. R.J.
Wilkes, University of Washington. The
goals of our experiment are to measure
the cosmic-ray energy spectrum and com-
position in the ultra-high-energy range
(approaching 1,015 electronvolts) and also
to study nuclear interactions at these
energies, which are beyond the capabili-
ties of any accelerator. Long-duration bal-
loon (LDB) flights and analyses of passive
cosmic-ray composition measurements
will be conducted by a collaborative group
known as JACEE (Japanese-American cos-
mic-ray emulsion- chamber experiment),
which includes nearly 35 senior scientists
at 11 institutions from the United States,
Japan, and Poland. The JACEE group is
expected to launch 20 such LDB flights
over the next 10 years. (S-147)

Infrared measurements in the
Antarctic. Frank J. Murcray, Ronald Blat/i-
erwick, and Aaron Goldman, University of
Denver. For this project, we will use an
infrared (IR) interferometer to monitor
selected trace constituents in the atmos-
phere above Amundsen-Scott South Pole
and McMurdo Stations. The measure-
ments will be made in two modes—
absorption and emission. The absorption

mode uses the Sun, shining through the
atmosphere, as an infrared source of IR
radiation and allows us to measure a num-
ber of trace constituents, especially during
the local springtime when the antarctic
ozone hole is forming. The emission mode,
using radiation emitted by the atmospher-
ic gases themselves, is less sensitive than
the absorption mode but does allow criti-
cal measurements during the long, dark
polar night, when the chemistry that sets
the stage for the springtime ozone deple-
tion is taking place. The compounds that
we will measure include hydrogen chlo-
ride, nitric acid, chlorofluorocarbon-11
and -12, nitrous oxide, methane, ozone,
and chlorine nitrate. Each of these gases
plays a role in the ozone hole, and several
are also important greenhouse gases. This
project is a precursor to the establishment
of an antarctic network for the detection of
stratospheric change (NDSC) station.
When the NDSC station is established
(presumably at Dome C), we will extend
our project to this site and begin making
similar measurements there. This project
is jointly funded by the National Science
Foundation's Office of Polar Programs and
Division of Atmospheric Sciences and also
by the National Aeronautic and Space
Administration's Office of Earth Sciences
and Applications. (S-148)
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Foundation awards of funds for antarctic projects,
1 March to 31 May 1994
F

ollowing is a list of National Science
Foundation antarctic awards made

from 1 March to 31 May 1994. Each item
contains the name of the principal inves-
tigator or project manager, his or her
institution, a shortened title of the pro-
ject, the award number, and the amount
awarded. Award numbers for all awards
initiated by the Office of Polar Programs
contain the prefix "OPP." However, fund-
ing for awards is sometimes shared by
two or more antarctic science or support
programs within the Office of Polar Pro-
grams (OPP) or between OPP antarctic
and arctic science or support programs.
For these awards, a listing is included
under the heading for each OPP program
that funded the project. The first amount
represents the funds provided by that
individual program, whereas the second
in parentheses is the total award amount.
All of these contain the OPP prefix. Addi-
tionally, investigators may receive funds
for antarctic research from other divisions
or offices of the National Science Founda-
tion, as well as from OPP. When awards
are initiated by another NSF division, the
three-letter prefix for that program is
included in the award number. As with
awards split between OPP programs,
antarctic program funds are listed first,
and the total amount is listed in paren-
theses.

Biology and medicine
Bowser, Samuel S. Health Research, Inc.,
Albany, New York. Test morphogenesis in giant
antarctic foraminifera. OPP 92-20146. $114,893.
($126,425)

Detrich, H. William. Northeastern University,
Boston, Massachusetts. Assembly and stability
of microtubules from antarctic fish at low tem-
peratures. OPP 91-20311. $141,413.

Franklin, Jerry F. University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington. Stimulating and facilitat-
ing collaborative Long-Term Ecological
Research (LTER): A proposal for continuing
support of the LTER network office. OPP 93-
00679. $61,028. ($809,120)

Howes, Brian L. Woods Hole Ocean Institution,
Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Antarctic dry val-
ley lakes: Pathways of organic matter produc-
tion and decomposition. OPP 91-18363.
$129,000. ($138,000)

Karl, David M. University of Hawaii at Manoa,
Honolulu, Hawaii. Long-Term Ecological
Research (LTER) on the antarctic marine

ecosystem: Microbiology and carbon flux. OPP
91-18439. $120,803.

Kieber, David J. State University of New York,
Syracuse, New York. Investigations into the
photochemistry of antarctic waters in response
to changing ultraviolet radiation fluxes. OPP 93-
12767. $96,032. ($106,503)

Kleppel, Gary S. Nova University, Fort Laud-
erdale, Florida. Antarctic ice-edge bloom: Its
importance to intermediate trophic levels. OPP
92-22715. $68,633. ($79,865)

Kooyman, Gerald L. University of California at
San Diego, Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-
phy, La Jolla, California. Physiology and ener-
getics of king and emperor penguins. OPP 92-
19872. $164,372.

Mopper, Kenneth. Washington State University,
Pullman, Washington. Photochemistry of
antarctic waters in response to changing ultra-
violet radiation fluxes. OPP 92-21598. $77,000.
($88,000)

Sidell, Bruce D. University of Maine, Orono,
Maine. Adaptations to counter diffusional con-
straints in muscle of channichthyid icefishes.
OPP 92-20775. $141,340. ($144,559)

Smith, Walker 0. University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, Tennessee. Nitrogen dynamics with-
in two international southern ocean Joint Glob-
al Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) cruises. OPP 91-
16872. $96,380. ($99,035)

Testa, J. Ward. University of Alaska, Fairbanks,
Alaska. Physiological development and survival
of juvenile Weddell seals. OPP 91-19885.
$160,916. ($205,957)

Torres, Joseph J. University of South Florida,
Tampa, Florida. The antarctic ice-edge bloom:
Its importance to intermediate trophic levels.
OPP 92-20493. $165,205. ($180,235)

Weathers, Wesley W. University of California,
Davis, California. Foraging ecology and repro-
ductive energetics of antarctic petrels. OPP 92-
18536. $119,286.

Wharton, Robert A. University of Nevada,
Desert Research Institute, Reno, Nevada.
McMurdo Dry Valleys: A cold desert ecosystem.
OPP 92-11773. $592,295.

Marine and terrestrial geology and
geophysics
Anderson, John B. Rice University, Houston,
Texas. Geologic record of Late Wiscon-
sinan/Holocene ice sheet advance and retreat
from Ross Sea. OPP 91-19683. $46,028.
($126,419)

Anderson, John B. Rice University, Houston,
Texas. Quaternary marine stratigraphy and sed-
imentology of Chilean fjords and Continental
Shelf, western Patagonia. OPP 91-18489.
$37,006. ($50,420)

Andrews, John T. University of Colorado, Boul-
der, Colorado. Geological record of Late Wis-
consinan/Holocene ice sheet advance and
retreat from the Ross Sea. OPP 91-17958.
$115,687.

Bartek, Louis R. University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Integrated biostratigra-
phy and high-resolution seismic stratigraphy of
the Ross Sea: Implications for Cenozoic eustatic
and climatic change. OPP 92-20848. $95,000.

Bentley, Charles R. University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. Collaborative research:
Seismic refraction/wide-angle reflection inves-
tigation of the Byrd Subglacial Basin—Field
test. OPP 92-22092. $150,561.

Burckle, Lloyd H. Columbia University, New
York, New York. Late Quaternary warm events
in the southern oceans: Their impact on the sta-
bility of the west antarctic ice sheet. OPP 92-
202 16. $65,000. ($90,000)

Cassidy, William A. University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Antarctic search for
meteorites. OPP 91-17558. $91,891.

Domack, Eugene W. Hamilton College, Clinton,
New York. Geological record of Late Wisconsi-
nan/Holocene ice sheet advance and retreat
from Ross Sea. OPP 91-18462. $52,750.

Duebendorfer, Ernest M. Northern Arizona
University, Flagstaff, Arizona. The Ellsworth
Mountain terrane: Its origin and accretion to
East Antarctica. OPP 93-12040. $43,524.
($51,987)

Goodge, John W. Southern Methodist Universi-
ty, Dallas, Texas. Comparative petrologic, struc-
tural, and geochronometric investigation of
high-grade metamorphic rocks in the
Transantarctic Mountains. OPP 92-19818.
$39,759. ($52,222)

Kyle, Philip R. New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology, Socorro, New Mexico. Mount
Erebus Volcano Observatory: A pilot study for
seismic, gas, and robotics surveillance. OPP 91-
18056. $71,306.

Leventer, Amy. Ohio State University, Colum-
bus, Ohio. Late Quaternary paleoclimatic histo-
ry of southern Chile: Evidence from the marine
record. OPP 91-18492. $102,807.

Marsh, Bruce D. Johns Hopkins University, Bal-
timore, Maryland. Solidification front instability
and silicic chaos in basaltic sills. OPP 91-17576.
$63,334. ($95,000)

McIntosh, William C. New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, Socorro, New Mexico.
West antarctic volcano exploration (WAVE II).
OPP 91-18806. $75,166. ($85,049)

Mukasa, Samuel B. University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan. A neodymium, osmium, lead,
and strontium isotopic study of the Dufek
Intrusion, Pensacola Mountains, Antarctica:
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Reassessment of differentiation mechanisms in
layered mafic complexes. OPP 92-19012.
$103,710.

Rees, Margaret N. University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, Nevada. The Ellsworth Mountains ter-
rane: Its origin and accretion to East Antarctica.
OPP 92-20395. $71,098.

Sears, Derek W. University of Arkansas, Fayet-
teville, Arkansas. Natural thermoluminescence
levels in antarctic meteorites and related stud-
ies. OPP91-15521. $31,100.

Smithson, Scott B. University of Wyoming,
Laramie, Wyoming. Collaborative research:
Seismic refraction wide-angle reflection investi-
gation of the Byrd Subglacial Basin, Antarctica.
OPP 92-22428. S74,084.

Stravers, Jay A. Northern Illinois University, De
Kalb, Illinois. Quaternary marine stratigraphy
and sedimentology of Chilean fjords and Conti-
nental Shelf, western Patagonia. OPP 91-19194.
$68,100.

Taylor, Edith L. Ohio State University, Colum-
bus, Ohio. Paleobotany and biostratigraphy of
the Allan Hills area. OPP 91-18314. $90,251.

Walker, Nicholas W. Brown University, Provi-
dence, Rhode Island. Comparative petrologic
structural and geochronometric investigation of
high-grade metamorphic rocks in the
Transantarctic Mountains: Nimrod Group and
Lanterman Range. OPP 93-96282. $60,193.

Wannamaker, Philip E. University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah. Collaborative research: Seis-
mic/magnetotelluric traverse of the Byrd Sub-
glacial Basin-Field test. OPP 92-19503.
$187,499.

Ocean and climate studies
Balsley, Ben B. University of Colorado, Boulder,
Colorado. Installing a wind profiler radar on the
Peruvian antarctic base Machu Picchu on King
George Island. OPP 90-22446. $165,000.
($168,264)

Carleton, Andrew M. Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana. Structure and evolution
of southern ocean mesocyclones using multiple
satellite systems. OPP 92-19446. $0. ($53,989)

Carroll, John J. University of California, Davis,
California. Observational and model studies of
episodic events in the south polar atmospheric
boundary layer. OPP 91-19364. $63,689.
($102,348)

Davis, Douglas D. Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy, Atlanta, Georgia. An experimental study of
tropospheric sulfur chemistry in Antarctica.
OPP 92-18952. $195,352.

DeMaster, David J. North Carolina State Uni-
versity, Raleigh, North Carolina. The preserva-
tion and accumulation of biogenic silica and
organic carbon in a high-latitude environment:
The Ross Sea. OPP 92-21769. $71,371. ($77,864)

Jacobs, Stanley S. Columbia University, New
York, New York. Oceanography of the Amund-

sen and Bellingshausen Seas. OPP 92-20009
$143,060. ($186,058)

Jeffries, Martin 0. University of Alaska, Fair-
banks, Alaska. Sea-ice physical-structural char-
acteristics: Development and synthetic aper-
ture radar signature in the Pacific sector of the
southern oceans. OPP 91-17721. $90,000.
($140,000)

Katsaros, Kristina B. University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington. Structure and evolution of
southern-ocean mesocyclones using multiple
satellite systems. OPP 92-18810. $57,900.
($70,722)

Martinson, Douglas G. Columbia University,
New York, New York. Modeling deep and bot-
tom water formation along the continental
margin of the western Weddell Sea based on Ice
Station Weddell data. OPP 92-20407. $83,800.

Nelson, David M. Oregon State University, Cor-
vallis, Oregon. Cycling of biogenic silica in the
water column of the Ross Sea. OPP 92-21425.
$90,000.

Shen, Hayley H. Clarkson University, Potsdam,
New York. Wave and pancake ice interactions.
OPP 92-19165. $90,000.

Stearns, Charles R. University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. Antarctic Meteorological
Research Center. OPP 92-08864. $196,614.
($210,001.)

Stearns, Charles R. University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. Continuation for the
antarctic automatic weather station climate
program 1993-1996. OPP 93-03569. $460,000.

Warren, Stephen G. University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington. Climate processes on the
antarctic plateau. OPP 91-20380. $225,000.

Aeronomy and astronomy
Arnoldy, Roger L. University of New Hamp-
shire, Durham, New Hampshire. Continuation
of support of high-latitude geomagnetic pulsa -
tion measurements. OPP 92-17024. $65,985.
($161,440)

Baker, Kile B. Johns Hopkins University, Balti-
more, Maryland. High-latitude ionospheric
plasma dynamics. OPP 91-19571. $144,100.

Baker, Kite B. Johns Hopkins University, Balti-
more, Maryland. SHARE-Southern Hemisphere
auroral radar experiment. OPP 92-21343.
$121,600.

Berkey, Frank T. Utah State University, Logan,
Utah. All-sky camera studies of the aurora aus-
tralis. OPP 91-19382. $41,974.

Bieber, John W. Bartol Research Institute,
Newark, Delaware. Solar and heliospheric stud-
ies with antarctic cosmic ray observations. OPP
92-19761.$210,697.

de Zafra, Robert L. State University of New
York, Stony Brook, New York. Measurement of
stratospheric trace gases for an annual cycle at
the South Pole. OPP 91-17813. $43,483.
($71,480)

Erlandson, Robert E. Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland. Comparison of simulta-
neous ground-satellite observations of electro-
magnetic ion cyclotron waves. OPP 92-24511.
$10,000. ($111,500)

Gaidos, James A. Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana. Observation of very-high-
energy gamma-ray sources from the South Pole.
OPP 92-20547. $50,000.

Helliwell, Robert A. Stanford University, Stan-
ford, California. Active and passive very-low-
frequency wave-particle interaction experi-
ments from Siple Station, Antarctica: Mecha-
nism and diagnostic application. OPP 92-21395.
$22 7 399. ($132,578)

Jefferies, Stuart M. Bartol Research Institute,
Newark, Delaware. Probing the solar interior
and atmosphere from the geographic South
Pole. OPP 92-19515. $258,639.

Mende, Stephen B. Lockheed, Palo Alto, Califor-
nia. Antarctic auroral imaging. OPP 91-18838.
$92,857.

Morse, Robert M. University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. Observation of very-high-
energy gamma-ray sources from the South Pole
(GASP). OPP 92-21768. $50,847. ($65,000)

Morse, Robert M. University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. The AMANDA project:
The antarctic ice sheet as a high-energy particle
detector. OPP 92-15531. $450,000.

Murcray, Frank J. University of Denver, Denver,
Colorado. Infrared measurements in the
Antarctic. OPP 92-19209. $41,851. ($69,845)

Petit, Noel J. Augsburg College, Minneapolis,
Minnesota. AGO data support and distribution.
OPP 92-19799. $42,432.

Sivjee, Gulamabas G. Embry-Riddle Aeronauti-
cal University, Daytona Beach, Florida. Spec-
troscopic and interferometric studies of air-
glow and auroral processes in the antarctic
upper atmosphere over South Pole Station.
OPP 92-18557. $102,730.

Wilkes, R.J. University of Washington, Seattle,
Washington. Antarctic long-duration balloon
flight for the Japanese-American cosmic ray
emulsion chamber experiment (JACEE) Collab-
oration. OPP 92-20316. $143,100.

Glaciology

Anderson, John B. Rice University, Houston,
Texas. Geologic record of Late Wiscon-
sinan/Holocene ice sheet advance and retreat
from Ross Sea. OPP 91-19683. $75,000.
($126,419)

Baker, Ian. Dartmouth College, Hanover, New
Hampshire. In situ synchrotron x-ray topo-
graphic studies of polycrystalline ice. OPP 92-
18336. $80,850.

Bender, Michael L. University of Rhode Island,
Kingston, Rhode Island. Studies of trapped
gases in firn and ice from antarctic deep-ice
cores. OPP 91-17969. $156,942.
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Bentley, Charles R. University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. Geophysical studies of the
lateral transition zone of an active antarctic ice
stream. OPP 92-20678. $127,295. ($223,457)

Craig, Harmon. University of California, San
Diego, California. Helium and rare gas studies
and krypton-81 ages at Vostok. OPP 91-18494.
$90,981.

Harrison, William D. University of Alaska, Fair-
banks, Alaska. The measurement of tempera-
ture in the margin of ice stream B, Antarctica,
and its interpretation. OPP 91-17911. $115,873.
($159,270)

Lal, Devendra. University of California, San
Diego, California. Nuclear studies of accumu-
lating and ablation ice using cosmogenic car-
bon-14. OPP 92-19931. $67,729.

of oceanic emissions: Sulfur, selenium,
bromine, and iodine. OPP 92-23951. $11,000.
($13,221)

Mahaffy, Mary-Anne W. Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania. A
three-dimensional time-dependent ice-dynam-
ics model of the west antarctic ice sheet. OPP
91-18362. $68,547.

Mosley-Thompson, Ellen. Ohio State Universi-
ty, Columbus, Ohio. Long-term trend in net
mass accumulation at South Pole. OPP 91-
17447. $23,952. ($25,572)

Powell, Ross D. Northern Illinois University, De
Kalb, Illinois. Evaluation of processes at polar
glacier grounding lines to constrain glaciologi-
cal and oceanographic models. OPP 92-19048.
$56,906. ($102,228)

emissions: Sulfur, bromine, iodine, and seleni-
um. OPP 92-22178.$110,000. ($125,827)

Waddington, Edwin D. University of Washing-
ton, Seattle, Washington. Reconstruction of
paleotemperatures from precision borehole
temperature logging: A Transantarctic Moun-
tains transect from Taylor Dome to the Ross
Sea. OPP 92-21261. $83,216. ($88,274)

Support and services
Anderson, John B. Rice University, Houston,
Texas. Geologic record of Late Wiscon-
sinan/Holocene ice sheet advance and retreat
from Ross Sea. OPP 91-19683. $250,000.

Tumeo, Mark A. University of Alaska, Fairbanks,
Alaska. Transport of hydrocarbon contami-
nants in ice and ice/soil systems. OPP 91-19559.
$89,525. {$137,958)

Lea, David W. University of California, Santa	Saltzman, Eric S. University of Miami, Miami,
Barbara, California. Antarctic ice-core records	Florida. Antarctic ice-core records of oceanic
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